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Autopsy results of MSU student expected today
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
A 24-year-old Murray State student
was found dead, hanging outside campus housing Thursday morning.
Ellyn Katie Driver, who lived in the

800 block of College Courts, was pronounced dead at 8:45 a.m. Thursday by
Calloway County Coroner Mike
Garland.
Driver, who went by "Katie- and
was from Farmington, was found hang-

ing outside the apartment complex in
which she lived about 8:20 a.m.,
according to information from the
MSU Police Department. Crime scene
tape marked off an area near the building throughout the day.

Garland said more details about
Driver's death will be released after an
autopsy is performed this morning at
the state medical examiner's office in
Madisonville.
MSU Police Chief David Devoss

GIVE-A-WAY GROUNDBREAKING

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Rather than lessen the speed
limit on one 500-yard road, a
Murray City Council committee
wants to look at all the residential streets for consistency.
Resident Steve Andrus talked
to the council's public safety
committee on Thursday evening
about how 35 mph seems too
fast for North 20th Street, which
is only three-tenths of a mile
long and ends with a cul-de-sac.
Murray Police Chief Ken
Claud told the committee his
officers recently used a radar to
check drivers' speeds. and the
average was 31-32 mph. Claud
agrees that while most people
aren't exceeding the speed limit,
the posted limit probably is too
fast.
'To get to 35, you're going
fast.- Andrus said. 'There are
speeders, but they are in their
rights. Even within 35, it's too
fast"
But questions arose about
whether lowering the speed limit
would slow down drivers.
-You can drop the speed 10
miles per hour if you want, but
kids will still run through there."
councilman Pat Scott said.
"You'll have to catch them and
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Harrison Yonts was denied a new trial in Calloway Circuit Court
after Judge Dennis Foust ruled Thursday the hearsay testimony wasn't considered new evidence in the hit-and-run
death of Nadia Shaheen.
Yonts, 21, was convicted in February of murder
and some lesser charges in Shaheen's death.
Shaheen, 62, died from injuries sustained when
she was struck while walking along Coldwater
Road in the early morning hours Nov. 11, 2005,
when Yonts was driving home from a Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity party.
At the time of the fatal collision, both Yonts and
Shaheen were Murray State students.
Yonts, the son of state Rep. Brent Yonts, DYonts
Greenville, was in Calloway Circuit Court last
week for the hearing and has since returned to
Luther Luckett Correctional Complex in La
Grange, Ky., where he is serving his 20-year sentence.
Unless an appeals process is successful, Yonts
has to serve 17 years before being eligible for
parole.
Last week, Calloway County resident Kerry
Steen testified that one of his employees and
friends confided in him with the secret that they
were in a vehicle that hit something near Five
Points about the same time Shaheen died. But both
Foust
men involved in that story — Phillip Jones, 32, and
Brad Bailey, 30 — denied having anything to do
with Shaheen's death when they testified.
Rick Johnson, one of Yonts' attorneys, argued
that two vehicles could have struck Shaheen. Foust
called Steen's testimony "inadmissible hearsay."
"The court would note that there has been no
'new evidence' which would suggest there was
truly a second vehicle which could have caused the
death of Ms. Shaheen in this case," Foust wrote in
his ruling released Thursday. "For the court to find
new evidence, it would simply have to ignore the
evidence which was presented at trial."
Shaheen
Even if the testimony was more than hearsay,
Foust doesn't believe it would change the outcome
of the trial that resulted in Yonts' murder conviction.

II See Page 2A

Local parks to create foundation

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The
Murray-Calloway
get into their pocketbooks to get County Parks and Recreation
their attention."
Board of Directors has approved
Councilman
Robert establishing a foundation that
Billington expressed concerns 1 will be charged with obtaining
about setting a precedent for this donations to fund land acquisione street, even with its short tion, new facility development
distance and dead end.
and recreational improvements.
Thomas Clendenen, the city's
Parks Director Man Martin
street superintendent, was
among the department heads said any funds raised will be
who reviewed the request before used to build or improve playthe committee discussed North grounds, bathrooms, walking
20th Street. Of the four adminis- trails, ball fields and other capitrators, only Chief Claud was in tal improvements and will not
favor of lowering the speed be used to pay salaries, operatlimit.
ing costs or other expenses.
"If 35 is too fast for North
"The new foundation will
20th, it's too fast for 19th and
seek to establish a fund that will
18th. We need to look at the
entire city," Clendenen said. positively affect the lives of
"There are children all over Calloway County children and
town and people that walk. It adults for the next 50 to 60
need.s to be consistent over the years," Martin said. "Monetary
entire city in residential areas."
gifts will be accepted as will
Committee members David donations of land or capital
Ramey and Jeremy Bell voted in properties that may be used for
favor of reducing the speed limit the development of new parks
to 25 mph on North 10th Street for our area. Our intention is to
while Bill Wells, Scott and
citizens of Murrayopposed
it. seek out
Billington
Councilman Danny Hudspeth, Calloway County that wish to
who chairs the committee, didn't establish a legacy in our comvote. Because the issue didn't munity through our parks sysmake it out of the public safety tem."
Good examples of what the
board is promoting can be seen
IN See Page 2A

in the John Mack Carter Nature
Trail or the Rotary Memorial
Tree Park located in MurrayCalloway Central Park. Carter
donated much of the funding
used to pay for construction of
the nature trail because he once
played and fished in the wooded
area when he was growing up in
Murray while the tree park was
constructed with contributions
from the Murray Rotary Club in
honor of former members.
Information provided by
Murray
Independent
and
Calloway County school districts has revealed that more
than 4,000 children under driving age are currently enrolled in
class and there is a need for
more and better recreational
facilities, according to Martin.
"That combined with the
ever-increasing population of
retirees and constant number of
ages in between proves that new
parks are not a short-term want
but a long-term need," he said.
"It's a fact that industry looks at
current parks and recreation
facilities when researching
where to locate new branches:
second only to the quality of
local school systems.-

II See Page 2A
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Long-lasting memorials, such as the John Mack Carter
Nature Trail, above, or the Rotary Memorial Tree Park are just
two examples of what Murray-Calloway County Parks officials
have in mind with the creation of a new fundraising tOtinda.'
tion.
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Judge deniesnew Yonts trial

Local business and community leaders gathered at the Bnarcrest Subdivision on Robertson Road Thursday afternoon for an
official groundbreaking ceremony (top photo) regarding the United Way of Murray-Calloway County's Grand Home Give-AWay fundraiser. Participating in the groundbreaking were Paul, Vickie and Trent Garland, 2008 Campaign Chair Lance Allison,
United Way Board Chairman Keith Travis, Incoming Chair Doug Lawson, and UW Director Peggy Billington. Allison, at left, is
shown addressing the crowd before the groundbreaking, while Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, right, purchases one of the first $100 tickets from Bndgette Garrison of Heritage Bank for a chance to win the home. To purchase a ticket,
contact Heritage, BB&T, Murray Bank, Regions Bank, US Bank or the United Way office.
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Suspicious package found at courthouse

PeliceSheritfLogs

Murray Police Department
• A theft was reported at 10'08 a.m Monday
Staff Report
• An injury crash was reported at 12.43 pm Monday at 12th
A NOVIMAY FIELD, Ky
Street and Arcadia Circle EMS and Murray Fire Department also cious package at the Graves
responded
County Courthouse was discov• Stanley Hall 33. of Murray. was arrested Monday on a warrant ered Thursday and dealt with by
charging him with theft by unlawful taking less than $300
the Paducah Police Bomb
• Several intoxicated subjects were in the pool at Murray Place
Squad.
Dirk
Draper.
22,
Celia.
22,
and
at 2 55 a m Tuesday Andrew
According to a release from
both of Murray, were arrested for alcohol intoxication and disorderly conduct Five others were arrested just for alcohol intoxica- the Kentucky State Police, the
package was discovered at
tion
• A boat motor was reported stolen from 108 S 13th St. at 11.56 approximately 8 a.m. at the
south entrance to the Graves
m Tuesday
• A theft was reported at 12 51 pm Tuesday
County Courthouse. Kentucky
• A child was locked in a vehicle at Wal-Mart at 1 01 p.m. State Police responded to the
Tuesday
scene along with the Graves
• A theft was reported at 1 13 p m Tuesday
County Sheriff's Department,
• A theft from a vehicle at 404 N 17th St was reported at 1:45 Mayfield Police Department,
p m Tuesday
the Mayfield Fire Department
• A theft was reported at 1 49 p m Tuesday
and
Kentucky Emergency
• Criminal mischief was reported at 1604 Main St at 4 49 p.m.
Management.
Tuesday
It was determined that the
• An injury crash was reported at Chestnut Street and Waldrop
package was a credible threat to
Drive at 5 31 p.m Tuesday
public safety and the courthouse
• Bicycles VINNO reported stolen at 417 S. 10th St. at 7:23 p m
and surrounding area was CVACTuesday.
a
•Criminal mischief was reported- UllItirmondinaUfanCe 51.11:513. _ A.44trd
The Paducah Police
`
• Department Bomb Squad was
a ra Wednesday
• A male subject was exposing himself at 9.29 a.m. Wednesday requested by Kentucky State
at Mur-Cal Apartments Building A
Police to assist at the scene
• An attempted theft of a bicycle from 207 N 16th St Apt 1 was
It was discovered that the
reported at 10 36 a m Wednesday
package did not contain explo• A possibly stolen bicycle was recovered from 416 S 10th St at sives
10 39 a m Wednesday
The Kentucky State Police
• A theft was reported from Wal-Mart at 1 19 p m Wednesday
continuing to investigate the
are
Wednesday
to
came
m
Someone
into
the
station
at
2
56
p
•
MATT SCHORR/the Mayfield Messenger
incident and anyone with inforreport a then
X-rays a suspicious package at
Department's
Bomb
Squad
A
Police
member
of
the
Paducah
mation
needs
to
call
the
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
Kentucky State Police at (2701 the Graves County Courthouse Thursday. The package was exploded at its location. State
• Deputy Jason Lane investigated a burglary on Aug 17 on
Hidden Lake Road near Hardin Ronald E Estes. 47. of Hardin, 856-3721 or 575-7228.
police indicated the package did not contain any explosives, but would not reveal its contents.
reported that someone entered his home and took a firearm The
case remains under investigation
• Sgt Brett Edwards investigated or Aug 18 a burglary and theft
of firearms from a Stations Road residence Garfield Stallons.
49, of Hardin. reported that someone removed an air conditionchild in the back seat of the
ST. LOUIS(API — A 7- tub of Cincinnati.
er and entered the residence and then took several firearms The
From Front
was
found
month-old
infant
father's
car, but that the
said
the
7Authorities
continOing
.nvestigation is
dead in the heat of a parked month-old's parents are a father thought the mother
--- Information is obtained from reports, logs
deepest sympathies at this tragic lass, which
car Thursday near the doctor and a medical had taken the child.
and citations from various agencies
is felt by many of our students, faculty and
University
Washington
staff." MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn said
researcher at the university.
The other child was
School of Medicine, authorin the release. "Our counselors are providing
found
in a car in the parking
been
in
the
The
child
had
ities said, Hours later, a 2'help and support for the campus community
car for three hour. It's lot of Glen Este Middle
found
toddler
was
year-old
and we are keeping Ms. Driver's family and
dead in a vehicle in a sub- believed the mother left the School near Cincinnati.
friends in our thoughts and prayers."
Testing
The MSU Counseling and
Center's staff is available to help people in
the campus community cope with this
Driver's death.
Ms. Shaheen."
From Front
"It is important that people go to places
While Yonts• attorneys pursued the
by
and
and groups that they feel supported
Staff Report
defense) might have motion for a new trial in Calloway Circuit
idea
that
(the
"The
Calloway County sheriff 14111 MAILUIll is alerting loaal homesafe with at times such as these." Counseling
frame for them to file an
presented a different defense if it knew then Court, the time
owners. particularly the elderly. to beware of a possible driveway
the Kentucky Supreme
and Testing Center Director Dr. Bill
what it presented at the hearing for a new appeal brief with
paving scam.
extended. Attorney Dennis Null
Court
was
Allbntten said in a release. "We encourage
for
the
court
is
not
something
which
trial
Marcum said this morning that he has been contacted by a local
said about 45 days remain for the defense to
members of the university to take advantage
can grant relief by way of a new trial."
trimly soncernmg a group of men traveling in two unmarked trucks
counseling
of not only the services of our
court would prepare the appeal document.
Foust
wrote.
"Additionally,
the
calling or contacting homeowners traing to sell KINIces they may
"Disappointed would be an understatecenter, but also the campus ministries, and
note that even if it were considered to be
not provide
the court does not believe that it ment, but it will be part of our appeal." Nun
evidence,
support
of
fnends
and
family."
the
'What they 're say mg is that they have just finished doing a hug
would have properly resulted in a different said Thursday afternoon after learning of
Anyone interested may contact the counlob somewhere clue and might have. wane blacktop left over that
Outcome
because again there is no new evi- Foust's ruling. "We think we've developed
seling tenter at 809-6851.
they an sell cheap.- MANLIM said
that a second car caused the death of a record enough that it will be helpful."
dence
Tie men base reportedly told customers they are from Missouri
and ha.C done a KIIC work in MAnhiila-COUnty. MYKUM said he has
ontaated the Marshall County Sheriff•% Department and discovered
that the group has dime some work in the area, hut have reportedly
taken some customers' money without pertorming the work
'The sheriff said they have been user there and have done some
Anyone is welcome to come cation process at best100@murA second reading is required
From Front
business but they arc tHif bonded Of paying taxes and he said they
to amend the budget ordinance, to the weekly meetings next ray-ky.net.
have taken some people over there tor money.- Marcum said
conunatee, the full council did- giving the tourism commission month or e-mail Harrington
Anyone suspecting they are dealing with these or any other
information as part of the applithe money.
n't take up the concern.
sa anis are asked to call the Calloway County Sheriff's Department
closing a por—Approved
vote,
Hudspeth
Despite
that
at 75i-3151
told Andrus that his request tion of Broach Avenue, which is
wouldn't be neglected. "We will not being used as a road because
not let this die," he said of eval- Murray State constructed part of
uating the speed limits in resi- its science complex on top of
what used to connect Hamilton
dential areas.
In other business, the coun- Avenue to Olive Street
David Roberts, the city',
cil
Approved the 2007 tax director of planning and awl
rate of 38.44 cents per $100 of neenng, said university officials
assessed real estate value. Thai asked the city to close 321 feet
North near Ky 1824 Actually, means someone who owns a of Broach — something city
Staff Report
allay Chen) said the man who lived $100.000 home will pay $10.40 administrators agreed to over a
Iwo more Calloway
resiiktits were cited after burn- there was burning trash close to less than last year.
year ago
State law requires all adjaing trash Thurwlas because the his Nick house
The rate for business properThe fire was extinguished ty will remain the same at 39 48 cent property owners to be notiarea remains under a burn tun as
dry. hot weather conditions con- and the resident was cited for cents and the vehicles and fied about a potential public
violating the burn ban
tinue.
watertraft tax is steady at 38 road closing, but in this case
only MSU would have to noti(7alloway County
Firecents
Rescue responded to a for at it
Nobody addressed the coun- fied because the university owns
ons ruk.tion site on Bayndge
ail about the rates during the all the surrounding lots.
—Reappointed Chris Clark
Road near Kentucky Lake at
public hearing held at the beginand Stan Henley to the
X II) a m Thursday ('(FR
Mc Son. of Silence were
ning of Thursday's meeting.
Architectural Review Board for
Chief tire, Cherry said the sub
incorrectly indentified in a
A second vote at the Sept I
iect diere was cited for burning
clarification in Thursday's
council meeting is required to three-year terms to expire Aug.
trash
Ledger
make the tax rates official Tax 24, 2010.
----Heard from Pat Hamngton
Then firelighters responded
bills will be mailed Sept. 28 and
to a possible house fire at 7 42
The tfurras Ledeer slimes
are due Oct. 31 before a 10 pet- about the application process for
p.m Thursday on US MI
strives to ensure accurate and
cent penalty is assessed Starting the upcoming application for
fair reporting, however misJan I, 2008, 6 percent interest- 100 Best Communities for
Young People. a recognition
takes occasionally occur It is
ed will be
the Ledger's policy to correct
-Approved with an 11-0 Murray and Calloway County
efTIKS To report a news mis
sote a special appropnauon of have received the past two
take or MIX, please call 753$10000 to help the Murray years She said a third honor
'916
Tourism Commission set up its would result in special incennew office in the Miller Annex, tives
if Murray three-peals -- if
which recently was renovated.
Councilman Butch Seargent we win again — we will get speTOM BERRY/144w II Time,
cial incentives.- Harnngion told
was absent
'The commission will use the the council. -Noss, we don't Pictured is the Rotary Memonal Tree Park at Murray
funds to buy furniture, publicity know what those are, but we Calloway's Central Park
material.. a computer. a fax hear they are great"
Harnngton said she's hoping
machine, a copier, software and
shelving units for its new loca- local governments, citizens,
tion in the former Post Office media representatives, people in
that has been renovated as the private sector, youth and
thew to leave a lasting, major
From Front
offices and a community recep- church groups will help with the
impact on your community are
lengthy
application
that
is
due
tion room,
He noted that Murray State few and far between."
Councilmen Dr Dan Millet Nov 3
and
MurraySeed funding is needed to get
Hamngton. lean Bennett University
and Jason Pittman emphasized
Calloway County Hospital have the project off the ground.
Education
and
with
Community
the need for clarification on bow
1207 Crestwood
provided good examples of the Martin said land donations in
the tounsm commission can use Ginny Harper with Calloway
SOUM on t?tn Street. Ile
generated County Extension Office will effectiveness of creating foun- the county would be particularly
its
escrow
account
on (lone** Road iett on
—vv'th
welcome because board memwith I percent of the transient meet with representatives from dations to promote ,gra
.levwsNlo tott on Crestwood)
tax That money is restricted to different community groups at 8 t'ontnbutions may range from bers want to better serve county
Wednesday in private cash donations in any residents as well as those living
a m
each
convention center Uses
The other 1 percent of the September at Murray-Calloway amount to large corporate land in or near Murray
transient tax is used for the com- County Chamber of Commerce grants that ma% he made in the
"If the donation is tag enough
mission's operating budget, but to gather information for the name of family members, hint- we'll even name a park after
the new office necessities application
ou,'• he said ''The board has
'tine person can't fill out that ers% leaders of anyone else
weren't factored in as an
-Imagine helping to bring a said they wouldn't have any
Jais REALTORS'
application
A
committee
of
four
expense because city and
new park to reality in your lim- problem with that Of course it
Mt IN. 126 Si.
tounsm officials thought the can't fill out that application,"
%fumy,KV 42071
dollars from escrow account Harrington said "... With your its or loved one's name.- he would have to he a sizable donasaid "Truly chances such as tion"
help, we can three-peat
Meat 753-1192
could be used
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KentuckylnBrief
Public defenders claim Baze death
warrant premature
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Two public defenders representing
convicted murderer Ralph Stevens Bate released a statement
Thursday claiming that Gov. Ernie Fletcher signed a death warrant
prematurely, before Bate exhausted all his legal appeals.
John Palombi and David Barton said Bate has cases pending in
the Kentucky Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court. For that
reason, Attorney General Greg Stumbo shouldn't have requested an
execution date and Fletcher shouldn't have signed the death warrant, the lawyers said.
"Statements that Mr. Bate has exhausted all his appeals are. in a
word, incorrect," the lawyers wrote.
Bate, scheduled to be executed on Sept. 25, was condemned to
death in 1993 for killing Powell County Sheriff Steve Bennett and
Deputy Arthur Briscoe. Bennett was shot three times in the back,
and Briscoe was shot twice in the back and once in the head.
Bate is involved in two separate lawsuits challenging
Kentucky's method of execution. He is one of three inmates suing
the state, claiming that lethal injection violates federal laws because
a doctor doesn't obtain or administer the drugs. He is also suing in
federal court along with several other inmates, claiming that lethal
injection amounts to cruel and unusual punishment.

Civil-rights pioneer chosen as human
rights commission director

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky civil-rights pioneer John
J. Johnson, whose fight for racial integration stretched from his
hometown swimming pool to the state police force, was selected
Thursday as the next executive director of the state Commission on
Human Rights.
Johnson,62, a 2005 inductee into the Kentucky Civil Rights Hall
of Fame, was unanimously selected by the 11-member commission
at its Thursday meeting. He replaces Linda Strite Mumane, who
resigned to serve on the United Nations' War Crimes Tribunal.
"I look forward to helping our state address issues and concerns
that affect an ever-growing diverse population,- Johnson said in a
statement.
Johnson's hiring ran into a bnef bump when two-decade-old allegations against him resurfaced.
In the mid-1980s, Johnson faced allegations of misusing funds
while heading the Louisville-Jefferson County Community Action
Agency, which was formed to operate anti-poverty programs. He
was accused of using public money to rent luxury cars and of having agency employees do work at his home. According to The
Courier-Journal, which investigated and reported on the allegations
at the agency. Johnson repaid the agency $142 for the work shortly
before he resigned_

Supreme Court upholds Chapman's ,
death sentence
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — AA:11dd killer who asked to be put to
death would have his wish granted under a unanimous ruling by the
Kentucky Supreme Court on Thursday.
Marco Allen Chapman pleaded guilty to brutally attacking a
woman and her three children, killing two of the children, in 2002
because she advised his girlfriend to drop him.
Chapman, 35, filed an affidavit in May. saying he wants to be put
to death.
His lawyers argued that his wish to waive appeals showed he was
not competent. But the court ruled Thursday that "our review of the
record in this case ... shows that Chapman's plea was competently,
knowingly, intelligently and voluntarily made."
The Supreme Court ruling, written by Justice John D. Minton Jr.,
rejected the argument made by Chapman's defense attorneys that
his guilty plea amounted to state-assisted suicide.

Attorneys debate suspect's
statements in police chief killing

STANTON, Ky.(API — Lawyers for a man accused of fatally
shooting a small-town police chief asked a judge on Thursday to
suppress statements their client made to officers after his arrest.
James Barnett. who is accused of murdering Clay City Police
Chief Randy Lacy. asked about an attorney before making incriminating statements while in custody, his lawyers said in court documents.
Judge Frank Fletcher indicated Thursday he would take the matter under advisement, said Powell County Circuit Clerk Annabelle
Haddix.
Fletcher also set a Jan. 7, 2008. trial date for Barnett, and prosecutors filed a notice they would seek the death penalty. Haddix said.
Barnett told The Associated Press in an interview after his arrest
in June that he considered Lacy a friend and couldn't remember the
shooting because he was high on drugs at the time.

Money from state fair ham to endow
scholarships at UK

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API — The Kentucky State Fair's grand
champion ham sold Thursday for $200,0(X), or $12,445.55 per
pound.
George Ochs of Louisville, president of the Greater Louisville
University of Kentucky Alumni Club, made the winning bid on
behalf of the Tom Lewis Foundation. Lewis, also a UK graduate,
now lives in Arizona.
Terry Bradshaw of Kentucky Farm Bureau, which sponsors the
annual auction, said money from the sale will be used to endow
scholarships for UK undergraduate students, with half going to eastern Kentucky students.
The ham weighed 16.07 pounds and Came from Scott Farms of
Greenville. Ky
It was the 44th ham auction at the fair. Bradshaw said money
from the annual Kentucky Farm Bureau Ham Breakfast has raised
more than $2.5 million during its history.
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Bunning as they meet on the stage at the ham breakfast at the Kentucky State Fair in Louisville. Ky.. Thursday.

Non-relation housing issues go before BZA
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments again wrestled
with two separate cases of nonrelated people wanting to
together in single-family residential zones.
Situations of having nonrelated people — in these cases
college students — live in sinneighborhoods
gle-family
require conditional use permits.
meaning the zoning boards takes
up each request on a case-bycase basis.
Wednesday
cases
Two
evening differed.
First, the board reviewed a
conditional use permit it issued
six month ago to allow to college girls to live at 1105 Poplar
St. The conditions placed on the
permit restricted the residence to
Danyel Tolley and one roommate. Other conditions were no
outdoor activities past 10 p.m..
no more than five vehicles in the
driveway at one time, no cars on
sidewalks or adjoining properties and no complaints or
reports.
Next-door neighbor Robert
Clendenen, who had -concerns
when the permit was approved
six months ago. complained
about Tolley allowing a male
friend to stay for a couple
months this summer.
"Even if it's a single-family
residence, there are going to be
people coming in and out."
attorney Jeff Roberts said on
behalf of Tolley and her parents.
Clendenen said he understands, but he doesn't appreciate
the guy sneaking around to get
in and out of the house.
"We hurt ourselves by trying
to help someone." Tolley said
about allowing her friend to stay
at her house when he was having problems at his parents'
home.
The board voted 5-0 to allow
the conditional use to continue
with the same restrictions. The
situation will be reviewed in
another six months.
Board member Andy Dunn
was absent.
Take two with non-related
people living together The
University Church Student
Center at 1403 Olive BI‘d
wants to house two additional
male students, bringing the total
to six, after renovating its basement.
Nobody spoke in opposition
to the situation during the public
hearing Wednesday.
Problem is the city's zoning
ordinance says up to four nonrelated people can live together
in a single-family zone with a
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conditional use permit. But the
location is more than just a
house with college students; it's
a ministry that is led by the people who live there. The six men
there now have responsibilities
to maintain the property and
participate and lead ministry
activities.
BZA attorney Mike Pitman
called the situation unique. He
said while the ordinance clearly
limits the non-related permitted
in a single-family zone to four,
there is the other clause about
the church-related activities
being among the house's functions.
While rezoning to multi-family residential is an option
because more non-related people could live on the premises,
but such a change likely would
be opposed by neighbors who
want to preserve the single-family zone that extends east of
campus. The UCSC backs up to
Murray State property to the
south and is near multi-family
housing down 14th Street.

"The more I think about it,
the more I'd like to see it stay
the same and make it work,"
BZA member Scott Seiber said.
The board unanimously
tabled the conditional use
request to have more time to
consider the zoning ordinance
given the UCSC's situation.
"The board and planning
staff recognize what you're
doing and the reason we're
struggling with it is we want it
to continue,- BZA chairman Bill
Whitaker said.
At its meeting Tuesday, the
Murray Planning Commission
approved the preliminary site
plan for the storage units Paul
Garland has planned behind the
Murray Business Center on
North 12th Street.
Nobody spitskrs,during the
public hearing about the project.
The commission, which saw
a nearly identical site plan last
month, voted 10-0 to approve
the plans for three storage buildings with a total of 130 units.
Garland said storage unit

seemed to be the best fit for that
piece of land because of the low
vehicle traffic that will accompany the development.
"There just isn't much traffic .
at a storage unit," Garland said.
"If there was, I wouldn't do this
because there wouldn't be.
enough room."
Then the storage units were,
the BZA's agenda. The board'
voted 3-2 to approve a conditional use permit. which is
required as part of the planned
development project because
there will be more than one .7
building on a single lot. •
Whitaker and board member
Helen Spann opposed the pnij-, _
ect.
Spann said when the area
was rezoned, she didn't think
this is what the neighbors envisioned. "It bothers me a little bit ,
that on every major road coming.
into Murray we have storage ,
facilities and not a nicer-looking
business,- Spann said.
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Meet the newest member of the region's
largest, most experienced heart care team
Krung ling. M.D., a new cardiothoracic surgeon. could have gone
anywhere in the world to practice medicine, hut he chose the Baptist
Heart Center at Western Baptist Hospital.

Open house
for Dr. I ng:

Tuesda).
Aug.28
4 to 6 p.m.
Baptist
Heart Center

A graduate of Wayne State University School of Medicine. Detroit.
DT. L ng completed his surgical residency at the University of Kansas
Medical Center and his cardiothoracic surgers training at the
University of Louisville's Jewish Hospital. Trained in the latest
procedures. he perforrns the traditional coronarv atter, bypass grafting.
as well as minimally -invasive procedures. such as the Maze technique
for atrial hbnllation patients and transmyocardial laser revasculanzation
for people with persistent angina not relieved by other methods.
He joins cardiothoracic surgeons W. Robin Howe, MIL who pioneered
the open-heart surgery program at Western Baptist in 1985. and
Carl Johnson. M.D., along with vascular surgeons and interventional
cardiologists at the new $20 million Baptist Heart Center, the fail%
center of its kind west of Louisville.
As we welcome Or. Una. you can take comfort in knowing that no other
heart center in the region can boast the Baptist Heart
Center's impressive array of doctors, technology and facilities to treat
you when you're having a heart attack.
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Serving Western Kentucky,
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HEART CENTER
Opening our hearty to you.
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Go on a picnic,
for the sake of
connectedness
I did something a week ago I've not done in a while.
went to a picnic.
There is a beautiful park only miles from where I grew
up It offers 3,(X)O acres of rolling green hills, open fields
and walking trails. It has 63 picnic groves and I picnicked
at many of them as a kid.
There were a lot of reasons to picnic then. Family
reunions, church gathenngs or neighbors getting together.
Schools, companies, unions and other organizations often
maged-annual events.
The park was packed: Kids running
around, footballs and Frisbees being tossed,
water balloons flying through the air. While
the kids played. the adults talked and
laughed and sipped ice-cold beer.
The park was vibrant then — people
routinely waited in line to secure their
favorite grove one year prior to their event
and the spirit of people, connected to
...ich other in a million different ways.
died the summer air.
But people don't picnic like they used to.
What's So
According to Robert Putnam. author of
Funny? "Bowling
Alone," the number of picnics per
By Torn
capita was slashed by nearly 60 percent
Purcell
from 1975 to 1999 This reflects a larger
Syndicated
trend of the breakdown in social-connectedColumnist
. 0
ness that US- Taken place itt the past 3
years
Why the breakdown'' For starters, argues Putnam, there
are lots of dual-income couples. Both mom and dad are
slugging away in the workplace and when they get home at
night they are exhausted. Who has time to go to a PTA
meeting or plan a neighborhood outing?
When I was growing up. most moms were home during
the day They collaborated with each other to assist with
school escnts and sometimes joined each other for tea and
coffee. They worked together to watch over their kids and
their work made our community extraordinarily tight.
Television and the Internet are also breaking down our
connectedness. Putnam says that "time-budget studies in the
1960s showed that the growth in time spent watching television dwarfed all other changes in the way Amencans passed
their days and nights."
That makes a lot of sense. Before there were 300 chair
nets
before people toned out for hours in front of the
tube - people sat out on their porches at night. sipping
—lemonade and talking with each other
Now we sit in our air-conditioned homes sending text
IIICIONge% to each other or posting photos of ourselves on
social networking sites.
Putnam says transience is also contnbuting to our breakdown of social links Many folks are uprooting themselves
train great Midwestern towns such as Pittsburgh, Pa., to
move to big nutty metros, where most_ of dee dough and the
lobs are.
Such "repotting,- say'. Putnam, tends to weaken the 'roots
that , foster strong connections.
1 Ivied in Washington. D.C.. for nearly eight years Most
folks spend hours in traffic jams and hours more at the
office. There is very little tune to talk to, let alone connect
with, your neighbors And as soon as you get to know
them, they take a lob in another city and off they go. '
Putnam says there are other reasons were less connected.
Most importantly, younger generations just aren't as civic as
older folks, whose values and civic-mindedness were shaped
by the experiences of World War II.
All I know is I'm glad I live in Pittsburgh again I'm
glad I went to a picnic a week ago. It's an annual event
that has been organized by an old high school fnend for 23
years now He does all the work and planning, so that the
rest of us can reconnect.
We eat cheeseburgers and drink ice-cold beer. We talk
about family and work and long-lost friends We fill the old
park grounds with much-needed laughter and closeness usually into the wee hours
Putnam says rebuilding our connectedness is not going to
he easy that's why it s important that all of us do something to set things right Here's a great way to start:
Go on a picnic
Torn Purcellii a humor columnist nationally syndicated
riaistive/s In Cagle Cartoons. E-mail him at Purcellecaglecarte Wit/.COT.
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IN OTHER WORDS

Passing the buck
The following is an editorial
from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth.
It does not necessarily reflect the
editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
The one-year anniversary of
the deal between Gov. Ernie
Fletcher and Attorney General
Greg Stumbo dismissing three
criminal misdemeanor charges
against Fletcher is only a couple
days away.
But, from Fletcher's overheated
campaign rhetoric, you would
think that agreement was signed
during real prehistory, not just
the 6,000 years his creationist
friends recognize. Because the
governor has forgotten an awful
lot.
An August to August comparison of statements by Fletcher
makes one wonder whether he's

living in an alternate reality.
Last August, as part of the
agreement, he acknowledged the
investigation and prosecution of
hiring misconduct in his administration were necessary and
proper.
This month, Fletcher thundered
about "prosecutorial abuse," in
response to a question about
limiting a governor's power to
issue pardons.
He was aghast at the very
idea of limiting the pardons he
distributed to his administration
like manna from heaven to offset
the indictments of 15 members
of his administration, including
himself.
It's OK for a governor to pardon "where the interest of justice
would be truly served," Fletcher
said in an answer to an Associated Press candidate questionnaire.
How different that was from

Fletcher's statement last August
that evidence "strongly indicates
wrongdoing by his administration" and "these actions were
inappropriate."
A Fletcher campaign
spokesman told the AP this
month that the investigation was
"a political witch hunt."
Is it prosecutorial abuse, a
witch hunt even, to investigate
where there's a strong indication
of wrongdoing?
Another long-abandoned
phrase from the 2006 Fletcher
lexicon was "the buck still stops
here."
Whether from cynicism or
naiveté' or some odd combination of both, the governor has :
long since abandoned that one.
The order of the day for candidate Fletcher is passing the
buck.
—Lexington Herald-Leader
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Losing is winning
George Orwell. call your
office You can add to your
list of opposites ("war is
peace." "ignorance is
strength" and "freedom is
slavery") a new one It is
the emerging plan of congressional Democrats, joined
by at least one Democratic
presidential candidate: "losing is winning "
After years of embracing
defeat and openly saying of
Iraq "the war is lost" and
"this surge is not accomplishing anything" (Senate
Majority Leader Harry
Reid. among others). is that
a light at the end of the
Democrats' dark tunnel'
Apparently hoping to
head off a potentially positive report next month from
the commander of U.S
forces in Iraq. Gen David
Petraeus. some leading
Democrats are acknowledging that the surge of American troops is succeeding.
Senate Armed Services
Committee Chairman Carl
Levin, who recently
returned from Iraq with
Sen John Warner, Virginia
Republican. says, "The military aspects of President
Bush's new strategy in Iraq
appear to have produced
some credible and positive
results** Levin is by no
means a neo-con, noting in
a conference call with
reporters that the purpose
of the surge was to help
produce a political settlement, which has -not yet
been achieved Still. even

knowledging
progress on
the ground
is a far
cry from a
spokesperson for
Speaker
Nancy
Pelosi. who
Cal's
said recentrIOUghtS
By Cal Thomas ly that
Democratic
Syndicated
leaders are
Colurnresi
"not willing to concede there are
positive things to point to"
in Iraq That was less than
a month ago. but some are
willing to make such a
concession now for the
same reason they weren't
before. politics.
U.S Rep. Brian Baird,
Washington Democrat. voted
against authorization for
President Bush to invade
Iraq But he told the
Olympian newspaper he ts
convinced the military
needs more time in the
region and that a hasty
pullout would produce
chaos that could only help
Iran and damage U.S. security Baird, too, recently
returned from a visit to the
region, including Iraq.
Even Democratic presidential candidate Hillary
Clinton. who can't afford
to be on the wrong side of
victory no matter how far
away it might seem,
acknowledges the troop
surge is producing results

So does Senate Majority
Whip Richard Durbin. Of
course, they quickly add, as
did Levin, that a political
settlement has not yet been
achieved and isn't the Iraqi
government just awful for
taking an August vacation?
This is said while Congress
is on vacation. In politics
and with vacations, this is
known as trying to have it
both ways so that no matter how things turn out.
Democrats can claim they
were on the right side all
along.
Yes, says Sen. Clinton.
the surge is "working." but
according to her it is coming "too late" and so it's
time to bring the troops
home If one suffers from
terminal cancer and a lastditch effort is made with
experimental drugs to save
the patient's life, would a
responsible physician give
up and declare the situation
hopeless, even as the drugs
show progress fighting the
disease?
All of Iraq's political
leaders are not on vacation.
The Bush administration
says Iraq's Prime Minister
Noun al-Maliki and other
members of the elected
government are negotiating
a political settlement that
would he acceptable to all
sides In his weekly radio
address last Saturday. President Bush predicted political progress at the local
level that will help end the
national stalemate I know,

he once said, "mission
accomplished" when it wasn't. But the window for
measuring accomplishment
this time is a lot narrower.
Democrats at last appear
to have a war strategy. It
is to snatch victory from
the jaws of victory, even
after claiming lack of
progress and forecasting
defeat for.-at least the last
three years. Before the
Internet, talk radio, cable
TV and the bloggers, they
might have been able to
get away with it, but
Democrats have painted
themselves into a corner
from which they cannot
escape. If Bush administration policies produce a
political settlement and a
sustained decline in violence. Democrats won't be
able to claim they favored
victory all along. If violence increases and there is
no political settlement,
Democrats will be left to
win the war and the peace
on their own, should they
win the White House and
maintain their congressional
majority.
Embracing victory, however reluctantly, is a risky
gamble for their party, but
what other choice do they
have'
Direct all mail for Cal
Thomas to Tribune Media
Semces, 2225 Kenmore
Ave., Suite 114, Buffalo.
N.Y. 14207, or
tinseditoritik tribune corn
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GOP senator calls for troop withdrawals

Obituaries
Mrs. Vera Guy Roberts

St
tes

Mrs. Vera Guy Roberts, 76, Ky. 166E, Fulton, died Wednesday,
Aug. 22, 2007, at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Union City, Term.
A registered nurse, she had been employed by Baptist Memonal
Hospital, Union City, from 1968 to 1995. A graduate of South
Highland School of Nursing in Birmingham, Ala., she was a member of Fulton Cumberland Presbyterian Church, South Fulton, Tenn.
Her husband, Hunter Hardee Roberts, died May 21, 2004. Also
preceding her in death was her father, Arley F. Guy.
She was born June 19, 1931, in Clanton, Ala.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Cindy Mendenhall, South
Fulton, and Mrs. Mary Roberts-Krause, Franklin, Term.. three
grandchildren, Marcie Boren, Murray, Hunter Mendenhall, South
Fulton. and Kelsey Ana Krausg, Franklin; two great-grandchildren,
Hannah and Blake Boren; her mother, Mrs. Dethel Honeycutt Guy,
Cookspnngs. Ala.; one sister, Mrs. Betty Guy Latta, Cropwell, Ala.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak
Funeral Chapel, Fulton. Rev. David Bayer will officiate. Burial will
foUow in the Union Cemetery. Fulton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday) and after 8 a.m. Saturday. Tributes may be left online at
www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com.

Mrs. Beverly Ann McNeill
Mrs. Beverly Ann McNeill. 54, Metropolis, Ill., died Thursday.
Aug. 23, 2007. at 10:10 a.m. at her home.
A registered nurse, she was born Sept. 9, 1952. Her father, John
Paul Morgan. preceded her in death. •
Survivors include one son, Michael John Haisma Hennosa Beach, Calif.; her mother, Mrs. Betty Jo Snyder Eason, Karnak, Ill.;
one sister, Linda Yvonne Potuznik. Churchill-lines Family Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

Paid Obituary
Robert Roy Madson
The funeral for Robert Roy Madson will be this morning,
Saturday. Aug. 25 at II a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes
Family Funeral Home, Murray. Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate.
Burial will follow in the East Lawn Memorial Gardens,
Harrisonburg, Va. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10
. .
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Mr. Madson. 86, Murray, died Tuesday. Aug. 21, 2007, at 8:40
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A retired mechanical
engineer from Westinghouse Electrical Corp., he was a Staff Sgt. in
the Artny of United States Signal Corps during World War II. He
was a member of Boy Scouts of America. Society of Automotive
Engineers, Murray-Calloway Camera Club and Academy of Model
Aeronautics.
His wife. Martha Ann Farley Madson, preceded him in death.
Born Dec. 18. 1920, in Chicago. Ill., he was the son of the late
Harold Roy Madson and Clara Bolmer Madson. Survivors include
two sons, R. Steven Madson and wife. Kathy. Harwick, Pa.. and
Greg Madson and wife. Karen, Avon, Ind.; two daughters, Dr. E.A.
Madson and husband, Dr. D.P. Manos, Columbus, Ohio, and Mrs.
Janet Crowl and husband, Dennis, Phoenix, Ariz.; two sisters, Mrs.
Virginia C. Parker, Park Forest, Ill., and Mrs. Claire M. Barry, Fort
Myers, Fla.; six grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.

WASHINGTON (AP) Sen. John Warner's call for
troop withdrawals from Iraq is
likely to ratchet up pressure on
President Bush substantially and
lend momentum to Democratic
efforts to end U.S. combat.
Warner. R-Va., former chairman of the Armed Services
Committee and Navy secretary
during the Vietnam War, said
Bush should bnng some troops
home by Christmas. Doing so,
he told reporters Thursday,
would send a powerful message
that the U.S. commitment in Iraq
was not open-ended.
Warner says the president
should get to decide when and
how many troops should leave.
Bush has opposed setting a date
to pull out troops and contends
that conditions on the ground
should dictate deployments.
"I'm hopeful that this (redeployment) could lead to more
emphasis on the Iraqi forces taking the major responsibility, as it
relates to the internal insurgency
in that country," the Virginia
Republican said.
Warner's suggestion comes
as a new intelligence assessment
says Iraqis have failed to govern
effectively or reach the political
compromises believed neces- Sen. John Warner, R-Va., discusses his recent trip to Iraq
sary to tamp down sectarian vio- Washington Thursday.
lence.
"Our military has performed
Overall, the report finds that situation and absence of key
Iraq's sectitity will continue to leaders have stalled internal their duties excellently, but the
"improve modestly" over the political debates, slowed nation- purpose of the escalation in Iraq
and was to create a secure environnext six to 12 months, provided al
decision-making,
that coalition forces mount increased Maliki's vulnerabili- ment in which political change
strong counterinsurgency opera- ty" to factions that could form a could occur, and it is clear that
tions and mentor Iraqi forces. rivaling coalition, the document the Iraqi leaders have failed to
make progress," said House
But even then, violence levels says.
will remain high as the country
Democrats say the grim Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.
Republican leaders countered
struggles to achieve national report and Warner's conclusion
political reconciliation, and the bolster their position that Bush that the intelligence assessment
Iraqi government led by Prime should change course and start bolsters their position that U.S.
Minister Noun al-Maliki is like- bringing troops home this fall. troops should stay. The report
ly to become increasingly vul- Party leaders this year tried to warns that limiting the mission
nerable because of criticism pass legislation ordering troops of U.S. forces to a support role
from various Shiite, Sunni and home this fall. but repeatedly and counterterrorist operations
Kurdish factions.
fell short of the 60 votes needed - as Democrats and some
Republicans suggest -- would
"The strains of the security in the Senate to pass.

AP

during a news conference in

"erode security gains achieved
thus far."
"The fact that Democratic
leaders continue to push for precipitous withdrawal despite the
significant progress our troops
are making shows just how
deeply invested they are in failure," said House Minority
Leader John Boehner, R-Ohio.
Democrats agree the military
has made substantial gains in
Iraq, but they say the progress
made is useless if the Iraqi government is unable to take control.

Former Supreme Court Britain's Ministry of Defense says 3 British
Justice McAnulty dies soldiers killed by U.S. bomb in Afghanistan
of lung cancer at 59
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LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)Kentucky's first black Supreme
William
Justice,
Court
McAnulty, has died. He was 59.
McAnulty died around II
night in
p.m. Thursday
Louisville, Chief Justice Joseph
Lambert said this morning.
"He was a man of great
warmth, great wit," said
Lambert, who had known
McAnulty for 35 years.
McAnulty revealed in June
that he had lung cancer that had
spread to his brain. He resigned
from the court in August, saying
he needed to focus on his health.
Justice John D. Minton of
Bowling Green. who also
worked with McAnulty on the
Kentucky Court of Appeals, said
it felt strange hearing cases last
week without McAnulty.
"We felt like we were there
without a very important missing piece." Minton said. "He
brought such a depth of experience to the court."
McAnulty was appointed to
the court by Gov. Ernie Fletcher
in June 2006 to replace retiring
Justice Martin E. Johnstone. He
was elected to a full 8-year term
on the high court in November.
McAnulty underwent brain
surgery July II to have a oneinch lesion removed from the
base of his brain. Before the surgery. he joked about the cancer
diagnosis and his meeting with a
neurosurgeon.
"My only question was will
this make me a UK fan or affect
outlook,"
political
my
McAnulty said. "He assured me
it won't, so I'm excited about
that."
McAnulty said the cancer
was from a 40-year smoking
habit he kicked in December
2006.
"I'm paying the piper. I atn't
a victim and I ain't going to

whine,"
McAnulty
said.
That humor
and directness
talking
in
about cancer
reflected the
way McAnulty
handled cases
while on the
McAnulty
bench. Minton
said.
"It was always at play,"
Minton said. "We'll miss that
around the court."
Lambert. who was a law
school classmate of McAnulty
at the University of Louisville.
said a service was being planned
at the Kentucky Supreme Court.
Louisville Mayor Jerry
Abramson ordered flags to be
flown at half-staff on all
Louisville Metro Government
buildings and properties in
McAnulty's honor.
remembered
Abramson
McAnulty's "razor-sharp wit"
and said the justice leaves a distinguished legacy of judicial
decisions.
"We have lost a man devoted
to the pursuit of justice, and we
have lost a good friend."
Abramson said.
McAnulty's first judgeship
was in 1975 on the former
Jefferson Juvenile Court for two
years before winning election to
Jefferson District Court, where
he stayed until 1983.
An Indianapolis native who
Indiana
from
graduated
University, McAnulty also
served as the state Justice
Cabinet secretary under former
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.. taught
at the University of Louisville's
Brandeis School of Law. then
returned to the bench in 1984. In
1998, he was elected to the
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
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LONDON (AP)- A bomb
dropped by a U.S. fighter jet
was believed to have killed three
British soldiers in southern
Afghanistan, the Ministry of
Defense said Friday. Two other
soldiers were injured.
The ministry said the troops,
from 1st Battalion The Royal
were
Regiment.
Anglian
patrolling northwest of Kajaki
in Helmand province on
Thursday evening when they
were attacked by Taliban insurgents.
The ministry said that "during the intense•trigagement that

ensued, close air support was
called in from two U.S. FI5 aircraft to repel the enemy. One
bomb was dropped and it is
believed the explosion killed the
three soldiers."
The military did not identify
the soldiers but said next of kin
had been informed.
It said an investigation into
the incident would be held.
Earlier this year. Defense
Secretary Des Browne said that
since 1990, 12 British personnel
had died in friendly fire incidents involving U.S. forces in
Iraq. but that no such incidents

had taken place in Afghanistan. C'pl. Matty Hull, 25, killed in a
Britain has about 7,000 friendly fire attack by two
troops in Afghanistan, most American pilots in Iraq in 2003,
based around restive Helmand opposition legislators in Britain
Province in the south. The latest
called for improvements in joint
deaths bnng to 73 the number of
identification systems.
the
in
British personnel killed
Britain last year threatened to
country since the U.S.-led invaend cooperation with the U.S.
sion in November 2001.
Joint operations between on the new Joint Strike Fighter
U.S. and British forces in Iraq jet after 10 years of develophave been marred by "friendly ment, until the Pentagon
fire" deaths caused by the failresolved concerns it was not
ure of equipment and personnel
sharing enough information
personin correctly identifying
nel. After an inquest into the about the aircraft's sensitive
death of British soldier Lance software with London.

69 cases of human trafficking found in Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)A new study says it has documented as many as 69 cases of
human trafficking in Kentucky.
and calls for better coordination
of efforts to crack down on it.
The University of Kentucky
study, the first of its kind to give
an idea of the extent of "modern-day slavery" in the state,
praises recent Kentucky legislation making human trafficking a
felony.
It says police and workers at
shelters and other crisis centers
should be educated about the
signs of human trafficking.
The study said the cases it
found include exploitation of
sex workers, mail-order brides,
domestic help and restaurant
and agricultural laborers.
The report, by UK professor

T.K. Logan, says trafficking
cases involve immigrants, legal
and illegal, as well as U.S. citizens. It says women and girls
are especially vulnerable.
It was based on surveys of
officials at rape crisis centers
and shelters for the homeless
and victims of domestic violence, as well as of law-enforcement officials, victim advocates.
legal advisers and others
involved in such cases.
The results yielded as many
as 69 cases of human trafficking, defined as "labor or servi,
es obtained through force, fraud
or coercion,- Logan said.
She said she was told of
Asian and Mexican immigrant
women forced into sex work at
massage parlors and other settings; of domestic workers

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
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cases where more than one person reported the same crime, it's
possible that some of the cases
are duplicates.
And because of the limited
number of people surveyed, she
said there's no way to say how
widespread the problem is
statewide.
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Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
NO Referrals Required

forced to work long hours with
little outside contact; and of
workers at farms and restaurants
earning no money -or a small
amount-to pay off huge debts
to those who brought them to
the United States.
Logan said that while she
made every effort to screen out
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Dr. Dtmn will be guest speaker
at CUBS meeting Wednesday

ww

Todd Hill
Trio to
present
concert
The
PRINCETON, Ky
!Odd 11111 Tno will present a
free concert on Sunday, Sept
2. at 4:30 p.m on the lawn
of Adsmore House & Gardens,
304 N. Jefferson St The Princeton Art Guild and Adsmore
sponsor the concert as a 'thank
you to the community.
New to the concert series
is Todd Hill, bandleader. singer
and pianist. who is the threeiOf Ot Jai/ Ensembles at Murfly State University Bassist
Scott Thile and Dean Hughes
from Princeton will be playing the drums with Hill.
Hill has combined a successful career in music education with performance lie has
led his own ino, quartet and
big band since 1983 and frequently serves as pianist for
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra. He has performed from
Beale Street to Berlin, and with
members of his band has hacked
such diverse entertainers as Bob
Hope. Frank Sinatra Jr. and
The Moody Blues. His first
lull-length album, 'Todd Hill
and his Orchestra — Swingirf
and Singin' lave," v.ill be
released Aug 28
Pole is the piano-instrument
technician at Murray State University He played with Nickel Creek from 1988-20(10. lie
and Hughes play with other
area bands and ensembles
In ..1K of rain the concert
will he held at the Butler Auditorium. 612 W Washington St..
Pr inceton
Me Princeton Art Guild will
sets c refreshments
I-or more information call
Adonore at 1-270-365-3114 or
the Princeton An Guild at 1'70 ltiS 1959_

Dr Randy Dunn, president of Murray
State University, will be the guest speaker
at the meeting of Community United Benevolent Services (CUBS) on Wednesday at
noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Any group or organization with a servke mission is encouraged to attend.
Announcements to share with the group
should be in the form of flyers (100 copies
suggested). Upgraded Quick Reference Directories will be distributed.
lo's
pizza lunch will be provided by MurDatebook rayA State
University with soft drinks proBy Jo Burkeen
vided by the Murray Ledger & Times. Lunch
Community
reservations can be made by replying to
Editor
unitedway@lnurray-ky.net. For more information contact Donna Herndon at 753-7784.
Photo pcoviiieK1

red by First United Methodist Men, recently
SUMMER CAMP: Boy Scout Troop 45, sponso
Camden, Tenn Troop members spent the
near
Morris
Mack
Camp
attended summer camp at
ts — including swimming, first aid, lifeweek receiving instruction in a wide variety of interes
weekly on Monday nights at the First
meets
troop
saving and wilderness survival The
eligible to join Boy Scouts Contact
are
17
to
11
age
boys
All
gym
United Methodist Church
69
at
759-54
detail
Scott Watson, Assistant Scoutmaster for more

The Homeplace at LBL receives award
place. Eight full time employees are trained in historical
interpretation and most are certified heritage interpreters and
guides through the National
Association of Interpretation.
"The staff's extensive knowledge. skill. .and dedication
brings history alive at The
liumeplace,- stated Waltrip. "It
is their commitment to teach
about our heritage and connect visitors to the land that
makes this program successful."
The Homeplace is a working 19th century farm. It
includes 16 historic and restored
log buildings. historic livestock
breeds, heirloom vegetable garden, and farm staff dressed in
penod appropriate clothing providing demonstrations and interapproach.
ra'The Land Between The pretation Over 500 demonst
programs.
Lakes Association of friends tions and special
additional 450
of LBL. provide the interpre- along with an
scheduled
tise services at The Home - school groups are

GOLDEN POND. Ky. -Thc Homeplace at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
Area
Recreation
National
receives the USDA Forest Service Region 8 2007 Interpretive F'rogram/ProJect of the Year
Award This award honors outstanding accomplishments in
interpretation and conservation
education
"The Homeplace staff and
programs are very deserving
of this recognition," said Sharon
Waltrip, LBL's program manager for Ens ironmental Education and Interpretation "'The
staff and programs continuously demonstrate our connections
to nature, to the land, and to
healthy environment through
hands-on
engaging
an

Purchase Area center
needs volunteers
the misPADUL All. hy
sion of the Purchase AMA Sexual Assault (*enter is to prosaie support and promote healing tor anyone affected in any
way by sexual violence.
This mission Is fulfilled
through the 24-hour crisis line,
hospital advocacy, education
and clinical programs Every
service provided is free and confidential
The center needs addition
al volunteers in all counties

during the nine months the
farm is open to the public.
Over 35.0(X) people visit the
farm annually. Visitors are
encouraged to participate in
many of the daily activities
allowing them a unique look
at how life has changed over
the past 150 years.
Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area is
public land managed by the
USDA Forest Service, in partnet-ship with Friends of LBL,
with an emphasis on outdoor
recreation and environmental
education.
Information on LBL is available by calling I -800-LBL-7077
or 270-924-2000. or on the
Internet at www.lbl.org. Visitors arc encouraged to review
the website at www.lblorg
throughout the year for the
Calendar of Events and updates
on programs and policies.

Meal es

c.restriut Sr
NO ONEC4.5

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG 30
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT 4 SUN ONLY

Superbad
7 I 20 -

3..4§2 7:30

('ARBONDALE,Ill. —Caroline Elizabeth Koenig. daughter of Mr. and Mrs Steve
Koenig. celebrated her third
of the region including CalGraves, birthday with a party on June
Marshall,
loway.
Carlisle. Fulton, Ballard and 2. hosted by her parents at her
home in Carbondale
McCracken counties
The party featured a princess
Anyone who would he to
be a source Of %UpOn and heal- theme with the guest of honor
donning a princess dress and
ing. contact Lynn Russell. dues
I
at
services
r
a small tiara
of
soluntee
tor
Guest, included her younger
270-511-4422 or e-mail
brother. Carter, and her grandsellpasacky ors
PASAC does not discrimi- parents. Brenda and Andy Shipp
nate based on gender. race, of Murray. Ky . and Glad'.'
national origin, age. disability. Koenig of Carbondale
Koenig turned three on May
religion or sexual orientation
27 Her mother is the former
Staci Shipp of Murray.
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The Invasion
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Stardust
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Underdog
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Melasa stew ar 4 Brailes Heath
Terra arice k Nicholas Webber
Kane Upon. k Machrll Tuck,-
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Hazel Lions Club plans sale,
bulb and

broom sale
Hazel Lions Club will have its light
and Thursday,
from 5:30 p.m. to dark on Monday. Tuesday
information
according to Hughes Bennett, president. For more
4.
call 498-8324 or 492-842

Great Books group will meetmeet

Monday at
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will
and
Wolfson
Emily
Library.
Public
y
Callowa
7 p.m. at the
a short story,
Jane Tngg will be leaders for the discussion of
who has
"Guests of the Nation" by Frank O'Conner. Any one
on.
discussi
the
in
part
take
read the story may

CCHS Backboard Club to rdmeet
Club

will meet
Calloway County High School Backboa
ed perinterest
All
center.
media
the
in
p.m.
6:30
at
Monday
sons are invited.

Park pool open this weekend
ay County

Central
The swimming pool at Murray -Callow
and
p.m.
7
to
a.m.
10
from
y
Saturda
on
open
be
Park will
Sykes, aquaton Sunday from 1 to 6 p.m., according to Mike
ics director.

Special singing on Saturday
located

on Ky. 1551
Christian Liberty Fellowship Church,
featurin Shiloh. east of Murray. will have a special singing
to 8
6
from
y
Saturda
on
Gospel
Country
ing The Sounds of
Holt.
p.m The public is invited, according to Pastor Richard

Wrestling/boxing event Saturday
g and

Caroline E. Koenig

boxing,
Mixed Martial Arts (MMA ) Joutsu wrestlin
sponsored by H.B. Dick Promotions, will be Saturday at 7
be
p.m. West Kentucky Exposition Center. Murray. Tickets will
561-270-5
at
Dick
Harold
call
tion
informa
on sale. For more
4128 or Lisa Nance at 809-3234.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
eding

moms,
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfe
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 136-5657.

Blood Drive at church Sunday

A Blood Drive for the Blood Bank at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will be Sunday from 11 a.m. t 3 p.m. in the
Christian Life Center of First United Methodist Church, Murray. For more information call Melissa Easley at 753-8096.

on
University School/College High reuni
have its

Photo provide('
Head
Murray
a
center,
ton.
McCuis
Jane
GIVEN:
DONATION
Murray Family
Stan Bus Dnver, presents a $25 check to the
Youth Services Center (FRYSC) from the Amvets Ladies
personAuxiliary 45 Eleanor Mills, left, and Tern Dick, MISD
nel, accept the check on behalf of FRYSC
Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp Give your
brain a boost Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.

Chuis of 1967 will
University School/cone
. Sept. 2 and 3. A
Monday
and
S9zt1ay
on
reunion
14)-year
reception/open house 4ilI be held at the Wrather Museum on
the Murray State University campus on Sunday, Sept. 2, from
2 to 5 p.m. All class members, friends, faculty and family
members are invited. A luncheon will be at August Moon on
Monday. Sept 3, at 1134) a.m. If you are a member of the
class, or know someone who is. please submit your information to Kathy Kopperud at kathykopgthotmail.com or e-mail
Kopperud for more details concerning the lunch or reception/open
house

Glory Bound Entertainment tonighttonight

'Service Atter Sale

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Beth
Ingrain and Arnett and For Heaven's Sake. There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory bound honnaiI.corn.

'Full Ports Dept

Beginning Pinochle Class planned

LEDGER ti,T1MLS

Brands /iambs k Derek Gordon
hike Pnkhard k Damon Cohoon
Ashler Cook k Ryan Damesol
Jennifer Saudi k Josh Garlar
Megan Hanulton k Ilranckin kindir
4, William Morns
Gammas si

A final planning meeting for the
p.m. at Tom's
High School Class of 1957 will be Sunday at 3
of Tommy
home
the
at
15
Sept.
be
will
reunion
Pala. The
20 or
293-21
call
tion
informa
more
and Susan McNeely. For
753-5624.

and
Cherry Corner Baptist Church will
Corsinging on Saturday at the church, located at 850 Cherry
hot dogs,
ner Rd., off Ky. 121 South, Murray. Hamburgers,
Divine
by
Singing
p.m.
1
at
start
trimmings and games will
lon
Appointment will start at 6 p.m., followed by a Waterme
invited.
is
Bust The public

'locally Owned &
Operated

056

Fhe Liet Logien
P613 - 8:40

Registration fee is $1 5. you
can pre-register before August
21 for $12 Trophies will be
given to the top male & female
runners
first place trophies will be
given for each category Other
participants will receive a certificate and ribbon for placing
2nd or rd by category
Shedd is a non-profit organitation helping the dyslexic
and learning disabled student
funds from this year's event
will be used to help the scholarship needs of many local
West Kentucky students
For more information, please
call Shedd Academy (270-247
8007) or Debbie Craven i270
856-38841 after 3 p.m

/Aid4aI Comple4

will meet
Lynn Grove Class of 1957
reunion of the Lynn Grove

event
Cherry Corner Church plans
have a cookout

9:

The Bourne Ultimatums

arrived. They
The 20O7 Murray High school yearboo
ng today.,,...,
beginni
305
room
's
may be picked up in Jill Hemdon
after school*
After that they may be picked up before school,
out during the
or during lunch. No books will be handed
's classHerndon
t
interrup
not
to
school day. Persons are asked
e on a first
es to get a yearbook. Extra books are availabl
will be in the
come basis for $40 each. Books for graduates
school
vault of the office and can be picked up during regular
hours or after school by appointment.

Koenig celebrates birthday

Shedd plans Run/Walk
for Dyslexia in Sept.
MAYFIELD. Ky. — Shedd
Academy is cunently organ,
mg and taking donations for
its Annual 5K Run/Valk tor
Ds siesta
This year's es ern will beheld
SalUrdaS, Sept I with registration beginning at 14• m The
actual run will begin at 9 a.m

MHS yearbooks available ks have

MEC

LIANCE
AY APP
MURR11.1it
•1-ismt,
•
i
',nev
i
212

A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60 and older will he
offered at Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center,
located at 607 Poplar Si.. in the Weaks Community Center
Classes will be held each Wednesday in September from 9 to
II am an the education room Conducted by Francis Latham.
the class size will be limited For more information or to sign
up. call the center at 753-0929

a
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ScholarshipNews
Amanda Peebles, a 2007
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Honor Scholarship and the
Roads Scholars Leadership
Housing
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray
State University.
The
Honor
Scholarship
recognizes
entering freshmen or transfer
students who are outstanding
achievers or leaders.
The Roads Scholars Leadership Housing Scholarship is
awarded to students based on
contributions to school, church
and community. The award is
applied to normal university
housing charges and is a oneyear, non-renewable award.
Peebles is the daughter of
Marc and Belinda Peebles of
Murray.
She will be majoring in
English at Murray State.
While in high school, Peebles served as president of her
class, member-at-large of Student Council and secretary of
Futures Business Leaders of
America. She was also a member of Key Club International, Tri-Alpha, Beta Club and
the volleyball team. She was
voted Murray High School's
Most Dependable Senior Girl,
prom queen and Miss Murray
High Court.

fit

Prato provided
Janet and David Fitch of Murray pose with Daisy, their 8-yearold Pug.

Local animal featured
on national calendaF
Imagine your daughter winning the Miss America Pageant
and having her photograph displayed in tens of thousands of
homes across America. That's
how David and Janet Fitch of
Murray felt when their dog.
Daisy, was chosen to be featured as the September 8th dog
in Dog Fancy's 2008 Year in
a Box Calendar.
The calendar will hit store
shelves nationally next month.
The calendar is published by
the same company that publishes Dog Fancy Magazine, a
monthly publication for dog
lovers.
"I feel like one of my kids
Just won a beauty contest" said
Janet. The 8 year old Pug
shares the house with three other
Pugs named Reggie, Pugsley
and Siouxsi. She went on to
say that "two years had passed
since I mailed the photo in
and all of a sudden I got a
letter in the mail telling me

that Daisy had been chosen to
be on the calendar."
The publisher also sent two
advance copies of the calendar along with the letter. David
said that Janet has shown the
calendar to so many people
that the September 8th page
has fallen out.
David and Janet are strong
supporters of the Humane Society of Calloway County and
strongly support the humane
treatment of animals. Janet
occasionally
volunteers at
Humane Society functions and
fundraisers when she's not busy
babysitting her granddaughter.
They have another grandchild
scheduled to arrive in October.
Anyone interested in seeing
a sneak preview of Daisy's
calendar debut can stop by the
dental office of David and Robbie Fitch, 1304 Johnson Blvd.
Janet will be more than happy
to show off Daisy's calendar.

Zachary Rudolph, a 2007
graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded the Valedictorian Honor
Scholarship, Mary Moore Lassiter Scholarship and
the Owens
Food Market,
Inc.
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray
State University.
The Valedictorian Honor
Scholarship is awarded to high
The following are remainders of events planned for the school students who were valecoming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger dictorians after seven semesters.
& Times:
The Mary Moore Lassiter
Scholarship
is available to busiAmanda Jo Bondurant, daughter of James and Jo Edging of Fulton and Dan and Barbara Bondurant of Mayfield, ness majors who hold a 3.0
and Bret Daniel Jackson, son of David and Donna Jackson of GPA and are active in organCuba. Ky., will be married Saturday, Aug. 25, 2007, at 2 p.m. izations within their field of
at Pilot Oak Baptist Church, Water Valley. A reception will study. Preference is given to residents of Calloway and Marfollow the ceremony. All relatives and friends are invited.
shall counties in Kentucky.
Incoming freshmen majorVanessa Jones, daughter of Rickey and Kathy Jones of
Cadiz, and Chris McNeely, son of Guthrie and Linda McNeely ing in business are eligible for
of Murray. will be married Saturday, Aug. 25, 2007, at 5 p.m. the Owens Food Market, Inc.
at Westside Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends Scholarship. Recipients may
reapply with a 3.2 GPA.
are invited.
Rudolph is the son of Paula
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald David Reuter of Murray are cele- Rudolph of Murray and Mark
brating their 50th wedding anniversary today, Friday, Aug. 24, Rudolph of Kevil. He will be
majoring in business adminis2007.
tration at Murray State.
While in high school,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Weatherford of Murray will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Aug. 25, 2007. A Rudolph was an officer of
Future Business Leaders of
family celebration is planned.
America and a member of the
Mr. and Mrs. William Gentry of Murray will celebrate World Language Club, Nationtheir 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Aug. 25, 2007. A al Honors Society and Nationfamily dinner is planned at Patti's at Grand Rivers and a vaca- al Honor Roll. He was recognized as an All-American Scholtion is planned for later in the year.
ar and received the National
Mathematics
and
Science
Award. Rudolph was the valedictorian of his graduating class.
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Land Between the Lakes
plans weekly programs

GOLDEN POND, Ky. — I p.m. daily; Far Out Space
Land Between the Lakes has Places at 10 a.m. Monday
activities planned for the com- through Friday and 4 p.m. Sating week.
urday and Sunday; Search for
The Homeplace Living His- Life in the Universe" at 11
tory Farm. Nature Station, and a.m. and 2 p.m. daily.
Hillman Ferry, Energy Lake
Events at The Homeplace
and Piney Campground are now will include "Oxen and the
open daily. The Golden Pond Yokes They Wore" at 2 p.m.
Planetarium. The Elk & Bison Saturday; "Puttin" by the GarPrairie, Wranglers Campground, den" from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Turkey Bay OHV Area and Sunday.
several small camping areas
Events at The Nature Staarc open year-round.
tion include "Little Mouse on
Elk and Bison Prairie is the Prairie" at 1:30 p.m. Satopen daily. Admission is $5 urday; "Moonlight Canoe Trip"
per Car.
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. Saturday,
The Golden Pond Planetar- but reservations needed; "Slithium is open daily with admis- ery Snakes" at 1:30 p.m. Sunsion $3 for ages 13 and up. day; "Creature Feature: Bald
$2 for ages 5 to 12. and free Eagle" at 2 p.m. Tuesday; "Let's
with family for ages 4 and Get Snappy!" at 2 p.m. Thursunder. "Blown Away - The day.
Wild World of Weather" will
For more information call
he shown at 3 p.m. daily. "Ken- toll free at l-800-LBL-7077
tucky Skies" will be shown at

Auditions being held
MAYFIELD. Ky. — Purchase Players of Mayfieldhas
announced auditions for See
How They Run. by Philip King.
Aug. 27-28 from 6-9 p.m.
Auditions will be held at The
Studio, Much is located at 3I 2A
West Broadway (next to ReMax
Real Estate Professionals).
Performances for See How

They Run are Oct. 26-28 ad
Nov. 2-4 Roles call for dine
women. ages 18-44 and six
men, ages 30-60.
No previous theatre experience is necessary Ilse show
is directed by Don Fleming.
For more information, please
call (270) 227-1484

Will Pitman, a 2007 graduate of Murray High School.
has been awarded the John W.
Can Scholarship and the Rotary
Club of Murray/Rainey T. Wells
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray
State University.
Named
for the first
president of
Murray
llinara
State University. the John W. Can Award
is available to entering freshmen that have demonstrated
exceptional ability. This scholarship may be renewed for a
total of four years or until
completion of undergraduate
degree, provided that specific
academic standards are met.
Applicants must have a minimum composite ACT score of
28, and either a 3.75 cumulative GPA or rank in the top
10 percent of their class. Reciplees are also expected to participate in the university's Honor
Program and are required to
complete five volunteer WV ice hours per week.
The Rotary Club of Murray/Rainey T. Wells Scholarship is available to incoming
freshmen that graduated from
Calloway County High School
or Murray High School. Recipients must have received a rec-

A

onunendation from their guidance counselor or principal and
must maintain a 3.0 GPA.
Pitman is the son of Michael
and Laura Pionan of Murray.
He will be majoring in biology at Murray State.
While in high school, Pitman served as captain of the
varsity soccer team, for which
he was on the All-District Team
and All-Region Team and
reeived the Academic Award
and the Eli Alexander 110 percent Award. He also served as
captain of the varsity track
team and varsity football team.
He was a member of the varsity golf team, Future Business Leaders of America, Spanish Club, Student Council, Beta
Club, Key Club, Pep Club
and Family Career and Community Leaders of America.
The National Honor Roll,
National Honor Society and
Who's Who Among American
High School Students recognized,
him for his academic
achievementi.—

applied to normal universny
housing charges and is a oneyear, non-renewable award.
Pember is the daughter of
Stephen and Melinda Pember
of Murray.
She will be majoring in
accounting at Murray State.'
While in high school. Pember served as captain of the
basketball, softball and soccer
teams, secretary of Student
Council, treasurer of Pep Club,
president of Family Career and
Community Leaders of America, treasurer of Tri-Alpha, student life editor of the Tiger Yearbook and vice president of
marketing and public relations
of the Tiger Bank. She was
also a member of the cross
country team, Beta Club, Key
Club, Leadership Tomorrow and
First Baptist Church's youth
group. Pember was very
involved in Future Business
Leaders of America, for which
she served at different times
as regional treasurer, president,
vice - president and reporter.

Meagan Pember, a 2007
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Robert P. McCann Future Business Leaders of America Scholarship,
Mary Moore
Lassister
Scholarship,
Donald J.
Leitch
Scholarship,
Jim Garrison Scholarship and the
Roads Scholars Leadership
Housing Scholarship to attend
Murray State.
The Robert P. McCann
Future Business Leaders of
America Scholarship is awarded to an entering freshman that
was a member of Kentucky
Region 1 FBLA while in high
schoo. The recipient must hold
a 2.5 GPA and be planning to
major in business.
The Mary Moore Lassiter
Scholarship is available to business majors who hold a 3.0
GPA and are active in organizations within their field of
study. Preference is given to residents of Calloway and Marshall counties in Kentucky.
The Donald J. Leitch Scholarship is available to students
that are majoring in accounting.
The Jim Garrison Scholarship is available to students
that preferably graduated from
a high school in western Kentucky. A minimum 3.2 GPA is
required.
The Roads Scholars Leadership Housing Scholarship is
awarded to students based on
contributions to schoo., church
and community. The award is

Blair Lane, a 2007 graduate of Murray High School,
has been awarded the Honor
Scholarship, Murray Training
School/College High/UniversiSchool
ty
Scholarship
and
the
Roads
Scholars
Leadership
Housing
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray

State University.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
The
Murray
Training
School/College High/University School Scholarship is available to incoming freshmen that
are descendents of former students of those respective
schools. A 2.5 GPA is required.
Applicants must be recommended by their high school principal or guidance counselor.
The Roads Scholars Leadership Housing Scholarship is
awarded to students based on
contributions to school, church
and community. The award is
applied to normal university
housing charges and is a oneyear, non-renewable award.
Lane is the daughter of Dennis and Diana Lane of Murray.
She will be majoring in
nursing at Murray State.
While in high school, Lane
was a member of the soccer
and tennis teams. She advanced
to state for two years with the
varsity tennis team. Lane also
participated in Leadership
Tomorrow, Future Business
Leaders of America, Student
Council, National Honor Society, French Club. Family Career
and Community Leaders of
America and Beta Club. She
also served as president of the
Pep Club and vice president
of Tri-Alpha, and was voted
Most Athletic by her senior
class.
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Sweets for the Sweet
One of our family favorite
— 1 c. butter or margarine
things to cook together is
— 3/4-1 c. cold water
sweets. But, not all of these
Mix- shape in ball, place
on wax paper and chill for 1
can be
hour. Pastry for 2 dozen 4"
consumed
pies
by the
Divide pastry into 1/3's roll
whole fameach portion to 1/8 inch thickily the
ness on was paper. Cut in 4
Burbon
inch circles.
Cake is
Place 1 T. apple mixture on
only for
half of each pastry circle. Dip
adults of
fingers in water and moisten
age. The
Red Velvet edges of circle: fold in 1/2 and
Tried & Thee cake is my press. 1 "oil heated to 375
degrees in skillet. Drain on
Recipes wife's
paper.
By Mr. Mom - favorites
Red Velvet Cake
Mark Anderson and no
From Grandma Jane
matter how
— 11/2 cup sugar
hard I tried to beat her mother
— 1/2 cup shortening
recipe I could not. So, what do
(Crisco)
you do, you go to the source
—2 tsp. Cocoa
and I got her mother's recipe
—
1 cup buttermilk
and it is easier then the others
— 1 tsp. Vanilla
I have tried. This time of the
— 2 oz. Red food coloring
year is Fried Apple Pie time
or
(1
oz. Red & 1 ox. H20)
and here is my favorite recipe,
— 1 tsp. Vinegar
1 hope you will get the family
— I tsp. Soda
to help.
— 1/2 csp. Salt
Fried Apple Pies
— 2 large eggs
Grandma Grant
— 2 cups flour
Cream sugar and shortening
— 1(8 oz.) pkg. Dried
and add eggs and coloring and
apples or equal of reg. Apples
vanilla. Add dry ingredients
— 1 cup water
alternate with buttermilk. Fold
— 2 T. butter Of margarine
in soda and vinegar. Bake in 2
— 3/4 cup sugar
pans at 350 degrees for 30
— 1 tsp. ground cinnamon
minutes.
— I t ground nutmeg
Icing
— 2 T lemon juice
— 1 cup sweet milk
— Vegetable oil
1t2 cup flour
—
Combine apples and I c.
Cook till thick and add
water (boiling) in sauce pan,
pinch salt and cool. Cream 1
reduce heat, cover, and simmer
cup sugar. I stick butter beat
30 minutes or till tender Cool.
till fluffy. Add 2 mints, beat
stir in hurter, sugar. cinnamon.
until smooth, and add 1 tsp.
nutmeg. 7 lemon Juice, mash
Vanilla.
well
Bourbon Cake
Pastry
Reader unknown
—4 c. all purpose flour
--- 1 (15 oz.) package
—2 tap. Baking powder
raisins
— 1 t. salt

— 1 cup candied pineapple
finely chopped
— 1 (8 oz.) package candied cherries
— 8 cups chopped pecans
— 4 cups all-purpose flour,
divided
— 1112 cups salted butter
— 2 cups sugar
— 6 large eggs
— 2 1/2 teaspoons baking
powder
— 2 tsp. Ground nutmeg
— 1 cup Bourbon
— 1 cup orange marmalade
— 1/2 cup molasses
Combine first 4 ingredients.
dredge with 1 cup flour stirring to coat well. Set aside.
Cream butter in a large
mixing bowl; gradually add
sugar, beating until light and
fluffy. Add eggs, one at a time,
beating well after each addition.
Combine remaining 3 cups
flour, baking powder and nutmeg; add creamed mixture
alternately with bourbon, marmalade, molasses, mix well
after each addition. Stir in fruit
and nuts. Grease 10 inch tube
pan. Spoon batter into pan and
bake 275 degree for 3 1/2 -4
hours.
To store, wrap cake in cloth
soaked with brandy or bourbon, plastic cover in tin.
Remember if you need a
recipe or have one you want us
to try e-mail us at trirmorrunurrayebellsourknet or write Mr.
MOM at Murray Ledger &
Times. If you have a lam Cake
Recipe please send p110 us. We
want to try to make one like
my Grandmother used to make
and the recipe went with her
As my daughter always said
'That's a keeper!"
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
1111/E1111111111
SIEVIN'TH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 9 00• m
Sat 10 15• in

irr. IIMUTS AW2IJCAN CHURCH
14.0.6.1d Higkway Nees. 10 4.05
170 647MO2
10'00 Sal
lout !WI wools wawa thi Lots 252-3M.
114

APOSTSUC
Apt sri hit HOME FELLOWSHIP
10 00• th
to...day
6 66 p m
6 46 p m

111,4011111.114

11011

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
s•unday Morning Worship 10 30•in
"undo, Evening Worship 6 00 p in
Wedrwoid•v Bible Study
7 00 p in

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 01/ • 01
EsagailWorship
800 p in
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10•in
Worahi p
II am & 8 pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45•to
Morn i ng Service.
1100am
Fvening Servo..
6 00 p in
DMITER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
8 30 p in
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11110am
sunday Night
6 00 p in
ELM GROVE sArrucr
'tinclar School
900•in
1000 •ni 11 600pm
Worship
Iheipleahip Training
500 p in
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
unday School
,
10 00•in
11..rrung Worship
11 00•m.
k Memoir. Worst,p
8 00 p ca
Sod Bible Stodi & Youth 7 00 p m
VAITH RAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
690 p in
FEEGUTION SPILLNGS BAF'TUTT
rbda

Salmi

1000•As

Worship
1100am &600pni
Wein...day
7 00 p m
MST sarTorr
\undo *noel
P45 mm
Worship $3011 1056 a in• p
rum BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a in
Horning Worship
1100 am
Evening Worship
646 p in
GIRT/ATTE HOPE 14161/810NARY
Sunday School
9 30 • in
Worship
1(0 45 • m
GRACE RAPTUIT
Sunday School
930•m
%Worship
11146am & 6 p m
Lurnir000 BAPTIST CHURCH
Sonde. School
10•in
Morning Worakup
11 •in di 6 p.m
Wednesday
P
HARDIN SAPTIRT
Werdup
600,9 15 & 1030• rn
Sun Schools MOO,9 1511 1030• m
eyrung Worship
604) pot
Wadneeday Worship
7 p in
HAZEL Krurnirr
Sunday S.A.:ma
930•in
Worship
1030am 11 6 :11) p
Church Training
5 lop in
Wednesday Worship
700 prn
HILLTOP SAPTIMIT
Sunday School
1000• in
Worship SerVics II 00 am •Apm
Wednesday
700 p en
LBW= SAPTIST
!lamina Worship
11 00•in
A•••t•li
S 30 7 30 p
Training 1'mo..
5 46 pm
Evening Worahip
6 30 p in
LAIDIMITTER IIIINSUP4ARY RAP111/11
Sunday SY Nyal
(lin a
II •In & 6
p
Wednesday Sight
7
p
utamioesa RAPTI= CHLIKII
Sunday School
10 00 in
Worship
Ilam 64pm
Wedneeday Worship
700 p in
6.04-1.1fr WRNS
Sunday .4.hool
1000•m
Morning Wordup
11 •m Sepia
Wednesday Worship
700 pai

LONE OAK PRIMMVIC
let Sunday
2 00 p
3rd Sunday
4(X) p m
III/IORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050am
Evening Worship
6 00 p
Boma pow ran.="Artier
Sunday School
9 30•in
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT. CAMEL lUBSIONARY
Morning Worship
II 00 a in
Evening Worship
600pm
NORTHSIDIE
Morning Worship
1900•in
Evening Wonihip
8-00 pm
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship
II an. 66pm
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 re(
Worship
11 am 67pm
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00• mi
Proachma
I I 00• ni
Vsrayer Service
S 34.1p m
(lunch
SOOpin
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 • m
Worship 845 •rn &II•m 66pm
RALE!. BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Warship
Il•m & 6 pm
Wedneeda y
7 00 p m
scam GROVE
Sunday School
9 4.5 • in
Worship Service
104.5• in
Evening Worship
600 p in
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7 IX/ p in
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p m liy.
in
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship
11am & 6 pm
Wednesday
7 p in
SOUTH MAASHALL
Sunday School
10• in
Worship
11 •m.630pm
Wednesday
7 p in
SPRING CRAZE
Sunday Sch....I
S101ani
Worship Son Ito*
• en
thacipleship Training
6 p in
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Watch Your
Tongue
The apostle James warns us that no
human being can tame the tongue, a
restless evil full of deadly poison. From
the same mouth come blessing and cursing (James 3:8-10). How many times
have we heard this and similar passages
warning us of the dangers of careless
speech? How many times have we
vowed to be more careful about what
we say, perhaps after hurting someone
with an unkind word or after embarrassing our-selves? By our speech we
manifee who we a.telling others of
our greed, our lust, our pride and our covetousness, or
perhaps of our humility, chastity and obedience. How
many times a day do we talk uncharitably about others?
cpeech is action, and it is through our actions that we
should be a light to the world. This doesn't mean we
should tell others of our great virtues; that would be
spiritual pride. And while our tongue should reflect our
true person, we need not boast of our virtues any more
than we should boast of our vices. Before we speak, we
should ask ourselves if what we are about to say is true,
if it is necessary, and if it is helpful or edifying. The
ancient Greek philosopher Zeno wisely quipped that we
have two ears and only one mouth, and thus we would
Jo well to listen more and speak less.
"Hear and understand: not whatgoes into the mouth
defiles a man, but what comes out of his mouth,
this defiles a man."

9 31) a m
II a in

SUGAR CREEK
-Sunday School
10• en
Worships
ll.m11hprn
Viedneedai
• P in
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
I 1 00• In
Wednesday E eru ng
7 00 p in
Sunday Evening
6 00 p
VIENTWIDE BAPTIST CRUNCH
Sundae STheol
9 30• m
Worship
10 30• m 616pm
Wednesday
7pM
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Sr hool
10• in
Worship
11•m & 6 pm
Wednesday
7pm
VICTORY BAPTIST CHUIS.31
Sunday Schor.1
10• m
Worship
11 •rn 66pm
Wadneeday
7 p in

UTINILIC
NT. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Maim
400 pm
Sunday Mame
10 30 am
WT. LEO CATHOLIC cutracri
60(1 pm
Sam h 11
rn

Saittird•N Masa

Sunday MAY..

AURORA (1TRISTIAN
Worship
nem ehym
Ride Study Sunday
10• m
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p in
rutirr CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
900•in
Worship Servos
1.116 a in
IILTIJAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bib/. School
9 30• in
Worship
10 30 a in
Keening Servos
600 p m

1111111f1111 URU71.1111110
Sunday School
to
10
Reading Room Every Ned 12 ip.r.
Ind Wedneaday
7 so p in

COMICS IF C1111118111T
ALSO CHURCH OF CHRIST
BIM* Schad

SOO • to

Horning Wocahip
trotting Worship

't St,• it,

.... p

n.

R.S.V. Matthew 15:10-11

MT.CARMEL
Warship
10,00 a.ni
Sunday School
11.00 cm

HARVEST LAM
IONIWIEDIS INTEENATTONAL
Insofar Ribla Study
7pm
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6p in
s•uuday.c.c.unauu Service 7 p m
MAO FULL GOSPEL AIMS=
Thrmsday Night
7700 p.m
Sunday Morning
10-00 a in
Sunday livening
7 CO p m
UNITY OF mint FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3pm
Wednesday
7pm

MT HEBRON
Worship
10-00• m
Sunday School
1100•m
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday Sch....
10-00 a m
Worship
1100am
RUSSELL CHAPEL IJNITE'D
Worship
930 am.
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m.

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
930 a.m
Worship
11 30ang 117pm
Wad Bible Study
7pm
Friday Worship
7 p in

TEMPLE HILL UNTIED
Sunday School
WOO cm
Preaching
10 00 a In

WAYMEN CHAPEL AIM CHURCH
Sunday School
MOO• m
Morning Service
11 00• in

NATA1111111

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
(405 Sysstoore St
Stamilly•
1000 a.zo 11 5.00 p m

MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a in.
Morning Worship
10-46 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
Wednesday Worship
630 p.m.

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10.00•to
Sunday School
10:16 a.m.
Worship
1100am

1

PENTSCIISTAL

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11.00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
610 p.m

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Church
11 00 a m & 6700 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.

1111111111111'S 11,1711111111113
JEHOVAH'S WTTNESS
Public Talk
9 30• m
Watchtower Study
10 30•m

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10i00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Sunday Night
5:00 pm
Wednesday Night
7-00 pm

1.117111:111U1
IMILANUEL LUTHEIRAN
Bible Study
9-00• m
Worship
1030am

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship
11:00 am & 6730 p.m.
Wed Evening 4 Youth Service 7.00 p.m

Emmen'
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9 30• m
Morning Worship
10 16•to
Evening Worship
600 p m
Wed Bible Study
7 (X) p in
DEXTER
Sunday School
9110•in
Worship
I() .40 a in 11 600 p m
Wednesday
7 00 p in
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000• m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Sunday NigM
6 00 p m
Wednesday Night
71)0 p
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1000• m
Morning Server*
1046 a in
Evening Worship
6-00 p m
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p in
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
900 a m
Morning Worship
9 50• m
Evening Worship
600 p in
Mid Week Worship
7(XI p m
iliCEOET GIME CHURCH OF mum
Sunday Bible Clew
900•in
Morning Worship
1000•rn
Wednesday Night
7 00 p ro
RIWET CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
10 50•in
Evening Worship
700 p in
Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. MAE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a in
Morning Wordup
11 00• m
F.yening Worship
600 p in
NEW

CONCORD
9 SO am e6pm

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 46• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
ST
WorshipsCrinKraell
9 a in
04&Cliii
6 pm
Bible Study
10 16 a m
Wed Bible Study
7pm
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
16
pm
0 00
m
50•
Evening Worship

tnavicosmr

Bible Clamps
woo a in
Worship
10 00 a ni & 6-00 p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50•in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900• m
Evening
800 p m
Wednesday
7 00 p in

OEM If AN OMIT
IR LIM WI MRS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LAMER DM SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10 00• m
Sunday School
II 10• in
Sacrametit Meeting
12 10 p m

IT. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10 30 a m
Sunday School
900•in
Sunday Worship
5-00 pni
Tuesday
12 00 p m

DEEM PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.

BETHEL UNTIED
Morning Worship
9730•in
Sunday School
10 30• m
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6700 p m

MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10700 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m
Wednesday Worship
7..00 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 am
Morning Worship
11 00 cm
1s5 & 3rd Sun Night
6.00 p.m

"Ann TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

COLDWATER
Sunday School
10-00•m
Worship
1100am
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8760 a.in
Sunday &Mold
Wed am
ocrirea.muiow UNITED
Contemporary Service
900•in
Bible Study
10700 a.rn
Regular Worship
11 00•m
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8 46 & 11 a.m
Sunday School
9-50 cin
GOOD SHEPHERD urrrisp
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Sorrier
11 00 a m
GOSHEN urrooDurr
Sunday School
9.00 am
Morning Worship
1900•.m
HAZEL UNTIED 11117110DIST
Sunday School
9 46•in
Worship
1100am
Wednesday Worship
7 06 p m
INDEPENDENCE warm
Sunday School
10700 am
Morning Worship
11-00• m
IURESILT UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 am
Morning Worship
11 -00•in

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
600 p.m.
Worship
10-30•m & 6 pm
HURRAY FIRST UNITED
PIDFIWCOWTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10•in
Evening Worship
'6 pm.
Wednesday
7 p in
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 am
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p.m
TILLNTTY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10-00 a in
Worship
1050am & 6 pm
Wednesday Worship
7 p rn

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1900 a m
Worship Service
11-00-7.30 pm
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1900 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a in
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1000 a to
Worship
11 00• m

9• m

Wednesday

01111111MONCIT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10 30•in
Children's Sunday School 11 00•in

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 30 a in
Church School
10 46 a m

NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9.00•no
Worship
10-00• m •600 p m
Wet Hilda Study
700 pm

nuncoom noun
Sunday School
10 00• ni
Worship
11 00 a in

MARTEN'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Worship Service
000• m
Sunday School
10-30 a m

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00•in
Worship Service
11 a m &fipm

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 46• m
Evening Worship
600 p

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
1000am
Viedneday Home Groups 600 pm

MASON'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Sunday School
10.00•rn
Morning Warship
11 .00•m

UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Worship
1100am & 630pm

Worship

Bible Clamps

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
;
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Our Showroom is Open
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CAMPBELL
REALTY
® 759-8780 • bampbellrealty.com

WE DELIV11111

VICTOR'S
1301 MAIN ST. •

MLIIULAY

READY MIX CO.
f3inicting Biocks &
East Main Street

Ready /Wu Concrete
753-3540

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 71mothy 4:7

a

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
946 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:46 cm.

HARMONY MENNONTTE CHURCH
1
mules west itt Lynn Grow
Sunday School
10-00 am
Worship
10 46 a m
Evening Service
730 p in
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP cizrres
Prune and Worship 1030•in 116 p in
Wednesday Family Training
7 p in
NEW LITE CHRUMAN CENTER
Sundays
1030• m
Wednesdays
7 00 p m

Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
rry W.Mako• Marrs,• 279.753-1962
Our

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Carr with a Personal Tout h
IS. Gib St.• Murray, KY •(2n)790-11$••

Cain's0
HR v cr f R•0000C-VEEP

1400 N 12TH • MURRAY. KY•7
5544411
wrens ciol•SoMs.

,$
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WoRsilimp
ChurchBulletins
have
churches
Various
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Grace Baptist Church: Bro.
Sammy Cunnigham, pastor, will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Sherry Fortner, Oneida
White and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Eddie Morris will
give the children's sermon and
Brian Steward is minister of
youth. The Grace Trio will sing
at the morning service and
Gunner Nance at the evening
service. Assisting will be
Charles Long, deacon of the
-- week, and Walter Bell, Willie
Dick, Gene Collins and Allen
Leslie, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and prayer
meetings at 5:30 p.m. The
church sponsors "Experiencing
Grace" on Sunday at 6 p.m.
on Radio WVFIM 90.5 FM.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about "Revisiting Our
Mission Statement" with scripture from John 13:34-35 at the
9 a.m. worship service and
Bob Palmer, minister of New
Concord Church of Christ, will
speak about "Dirty Feet" with
scripture from John 13:3-8 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Todd
Walker, associate minister, will
lead the singing. Also assisting will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister, Jim
Falwell,
Lawson, Andrew
Bobby Fike, Richard Duke, Bill
Looney, Jordyn Dublin, Fred
Douglas, Jacob Falwell and
James Gibson. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m.
and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
speak about "You Have Not
Come to What May Be Touched,
A Blazing Fire" with scripture

from Hebrews 12:18 at the
10:30 a.m. Sunday at the 13th
Sunday after Pentecost worship service. Sunday School
and Adult Bible Class will be
at 9 a.m.
of
Church
University
Christ: Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak about "As
Each Does Its Work" with
scripture from Ephesians 4:16
at the 10 a.m. worship service and Don Wright of China
NOW Missions will speak at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Assisting Sunday morning will
be Greg DeLancy, Eugene Bustle and Green Bailey. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and
family minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "Do the Right
Thin g!" with scripture from
Luke 13:10-17 at the 10:15
a.m. worship service. This will
be Recognition Sunday for Sunday School Students and teachers. Mark Dycus is minister
of music with Julie Warner,
Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill
as accompanists. Tory Daughrity wiill sing a solo, "My
Tribute." Assisting will be
Keena Miller, worship leader,
Don Miller and Dan McKee!,
elders, and Fred Wells, Lyn
Ryan, Denny Lane, Billie Burton and Jim Boone, diaconate.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will speak about "Satan
Whispers Relax" with scripture from Revelation 3:14-17
at the 9 a.m. worship service
with Joe Lawrence as pastor's
assistant. Elizabeth Brunn and
Teela Etheridge will serve as
acolytes. Children's church will
be directed by the pastor. April
Arnold will direct the choir as
they sing "Here I Am, Lord"
with Renee Doyle, Pat Brunn

and Carla Halkias as accompanists. Pat and Patricia Lea will
serve as greeters. Sunday School
with Bob West as superintendent will be at 10:15 a.m. in
the family fellowship center.
The Goshen-Kirksey youth
groups and Sunday night services will be at Kirksey at 6
p.m. during the month of
August.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "You Can't
Save Time in a Bottle" with
scripture from Psalms 90:1-17
at the 11 a.m. worship service. Camme Cain will direct
the music with Margaret Nell
Boyd as accompanist. Sunday
School for all ages will be at
10 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "Discovering A Life
of Joy" with scripture from
Proverbs 17:22 and John 10:710 and 15:9-13 at the 8:45
a.m. Early Light service and
the 11 a.m. traditional service.
Dr. Pam Wurgler is minister
of music with Joan Bowker as
organist for the second service and the Praise Team at the
early service. The chancel choir
will sing "Praise the Lord! Ye
Heavens, Adore Him" at the
second service. Amber Sugg
will give the children's sermon at both services. Acolytes
will be Lucas Hill and Jordan
Nagy. Worship leaders will be
Marcia Koenecke at the early
service and Jim Stahler and
Rev. Ken Bailey at the second service. The previous
week's worship service will be
televised on NewWave Channel 19 at 11 a.m. and on Murray Electric Channel 15 at
12:30 p.m. Sunday.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Ann Marie Montgomery, copastor, will speak about "Keep-

ing Sabbath" with scripture 10 a.m. and Bible study and
from Luke 13:10-17 at the Youth Group will meet at 7
10:45 a.m. worship service, the p.m. Wednesday.
second to be held in new church
Westside Baptist: The
worship center at Main and Pearlington Mission Team of
16th Streets. Todd E. Hill is Ryan Dawson, Bjarne Hansen,
choir director with Lee Kem Sam Steger, Danny Richerson,
as pianist. Assisting will be Ron Jackson, Rickey AlexanTerry Holmes, liturgist, and der and Glynn Orr will speak
Bev and Ron Reuter and Sal about "Mission: Pearlington:
and Frances Matarazzo, ush- The Rest of the Story" at the
ers. Sunday School will be at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. wor9:30 a.m.
ship services. Mike and LawanFirst Baptist: Dr. Wendell da Glover will be worship leadRay, pastor, will speak about ers at the evening service.
"Living in Joy" .at the 8:30 Tommy Scott is • minister of
and 10:55 a.m. worship serv- music. The choir will sing
ices. Mike Crook is associate "Something Happens" with
pastor of music with Margaret Dorothy Rogers as soloist and
Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accom- Emily mut will present spepanists, assisted by the Praise ' Cial music at the morning hour.
Team. Matthew Ray will give Assisting will be Mike Conthe children's sermon and a Uni- ley and Randall Winchester,
versity Student Testimony will deacons of the week. Sunday
be at both services. The Net School will be at 9:30 a.m. 1Worship Team will have the Ray Manley is minister to youth
opening at both services. Assist- and Shelly Harris is minister
ing will be Boyd Smith, asso- to preschool and children.
ciate pastor of students, Chris
Poplar Spring Baptist: DenDrew and Paul Lyons, deaNorvell, pastor, will speak
nis
cons, and Vickie Travis and
about "The Sanctity of Life"
pastor
The
Marcy Snodgrass.
with scripture from Exodus
will continue "A Study in I
20:13 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m.
John" at the 6 p.m. service in
worship services and about
the sanctuary. Sunday School
Humanistic Education"
"Secular
will be at 9:45 a.m., Woman
from Daniel 1:3to Woman Mentoring Orienta- with scripture
worship servp.m.
6
the
at
7
at
tion Coffee at 12:15 p.m.
and Kathy Lipford
the home of Vickie Travis, ice. Dee
services
AWANA at 5 p.m. and Uni- will lead the worship
Susan
Brandon,
Hazel
with
versity Worship at 8 p.m. in
Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
The Net building,
as accompanists.
Calvary Temple Pente- Carol Kelly
all ages will
costal: Rev. Darrell Young, Sunday School for
pastor, will speak about "New be at 10 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Dr. Travis
Covenants:" at the 11 a.m. worship service. Wesley Young will Plumlee will continue with
be in charge of praise and wor- revival sermons at the 8:30
ship with special singing by and 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
the Calvary Choir. Rev. and worship services. Clark Terry
Mrs. Les Melton, missionaries has been in charge of the music.
to Honduras and El Salvador, Assisting will be Stan Paschall,
will speak at the 6:30 p.m. deacon of the week, and Ron
service. Sunday School with James, director of Sunday
classes for all ages will be at School.

Ladies Retreat planned at Greater Hope
Greater Hope Baptist church, 711 River Rd., off South
Fourth Street, Murray, will sponsor its annual Ladies' Retreat
on Saturday starting at 10 am.
Morning events will include a display and show of hair
products and accessories from Ebony's, located on South 12th
Street, Murray, by the owner, Sister Brenda Greer.
The afternoon program will begin at 1:30 p.m. which will
include special singing and two speakers, Sis. Carrie Webb of
Puryear, Tenn., and Minister Paulnetta Barner of Clarksville,
Tenn.
A light lunch will be served following the morning program.
The public is invited, according to Rev. Henry Greer, interim pastor.

In our

'Arrests reported involve
unregistered Chinese churches

CHURCHES
Evangelism Rally will be
at Grace Baptist Church
An Evangelism Rally will be Friday, Sept. 7. at 7 p.m. at
Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
James Shutt, evangelist at Southside Baptist Church, Jackson, Tenn., will be the speaker.
Special music will be by the Northside Quartet.
The public is invited to attend.

Jesus and criticism of others
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
through him (John 3:17).
Question: What would
To the self-righteous critics
Jesus say about folks who
of our world. Jesus said,
like to criticize and put
"Do not judge. or you too
others down for mistakes
will be judged. For in the
they make?
Answer: It is always easi- same way you judge others,
you will be judged, and with
er to see the faults in others
than in ourselves. As some- the measure you use, it will
be measured to you. Why
one has said, a little sin is
do you look at the speck of
one I commit, and a big sin
sawdust in your brother's eye
is when you do the same
and pay no attention to the
thing. Often, it is when a
plank in your own eye?"
person is unhappy with her(Matthew 7:1-3; cf. Jude
self that she becomes most
1:14-16).
critical of others. However,
Obviously, it is far easier
I am reminded of what Jesus
said to those who brought to to tear down than to build
up. Also, it is easier to
him a woman caught in the
point out the mistakes of
very act of sin. "If any one
others than to take the time
of you is without sin, let
and effort to show them
him be the first to throw a
how to improve. We may
stone at her" (John 8:7)
think that pointing out the
Upon hearing this, they all
mistakes of others will keep
walked away and left Jesus
the spotlight from shining on
alone with the woman.
our own mistakes, but the
Only Jesus, the one who
same critical spirit we maninever made a mistake, is in
fest toward others usually
position to criticize the mis,
takes of others, but he made comes back on ourselves.
It clear that he did not come However, if we will commit
to joining with others in an
into this world to judge or
to help each other
effort
the
that
came
He
criticize.
improve our lives and work,
world might be saved

we will usually find an
unsurpassed joy in life and
high esteem in the eyes of
people around us.
In contrast to the critics
of this world. Jesus found
his greatest joy in serving
instead of being served
(Mark 10:45). in healing the
sick and hurting of our
world, and in giving grace
to those who have sinned.
The apostle Paul admonished,
"Do nothing out of selfish
ambition or vain conceit, but
in humility consider others
better than yourselves. Each
of you should look not only
to your own interests, but
also to the interests of others." He then pointed out
the example of Jesus who
"being in very nature God,
did not consider equality
with God something to be
grasped, but made himself
nothing, taking the very
nature of a servant." As a
result, he added, "Therefore
God exalted him to the
highest place and gave him
the name that is above every
name" (Philippians 2:3-9).

INSURANC
Available Anwhere in C,t.,

Cotint‘'

BEIJING (AP) — Authorities have increased arrests on
Christian groups operating outside China's sole official government church following a
crackdown ordered last month,
an overseas monitoring group
reported today.
At least 15 leaders in the
unofficial church have been
detained in recent days across
six provinces and regions,
according to the China Aid
Association, based in the U.S.
city of Midland.
They include seven church
leaders arrested during a worship service in Inner Mongolia on Tuesday and six others
detained for up to 10 days in

Finally, if you have been
maligned and abused by
hateful hearts and words,
remember that they also
spoke harshly of our Lord
Jesus. So. he understands
and will help you if you
will trust in him and follow
his ways. Let him fill your
heart with the love that covers a multitude of sins (I
Peter 4:8) and, come what
may, don't let go of that
love! Although men may
break your heart, don't let
them embitter or harden your
heart. We win by tenderness, we conquer by forgiving love.
Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 801 N. 12th. Murray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article
is reproduced on the web:
www.nchrist.org\.
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Bethel United Methodist:
Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, will
speak about "Are You Ready?"
with scripture from Luke 12:3240 at the 9:30 a.m. worship
service with Bobby Rowland
as liturgist. Congregational
youth will serve as acolytes.
James Schroader will lead the
music with Lavonia Rowland
as pianist. Children's Time will
be directed by Susan Evans.
Happy Bynum will serve as
greeter. Sunday School with
Gary Evans as superintendent
will be at 10:30 a.m. and the
evening service at 6 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Jason Jones,
pastor, will speak about "Are
You Ready?" with scripture
from Luke 12:32-40 at the 11
a.m. worship service with Bob
Alexander as liturgist. Congregational youth will serve as
acolytes. Eddie Ramsey will
lead the music with Rita Culver, Janeen Burkeen, Hansel
Keith and Eugene Dick as
accompanists. Children's time
will be directed by Beth Morehead. Marcia Crick will serve
as greeter. Sunday School with
Joel Jaik.son as supersitnendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Rev.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "A Servant of God:
Divine Resources" with scripture from Matthew 20:28. and
Philippians 2:13 at the 11 a.m.
worship service and about "The
Exchanged Life Part 2" with
scripture from Romans 5:1419 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Barry Thomas will give
the children's sermon. Ryan
McManman and Kasey Tobin
will present special music at
the morning hour. Student service with Jordan Belcher as
guest worship leader and Children's Bible Adventure will be
at 6 p.m.

the neighboring provinces and
Shandong and Jiangsu. In another case, Christian businessman
Zhou Heng was arrested while
picking up an order of two
tons of Bibles at a bus station, the association said.
Those actions follow a crackdown on unauthorized religious
activity ordered July 5 as part
of a drive against crime and
economic chaos at the village
level. The association said some
of those arrested had been conducting worship services or
vacation bible camps. including Kong Lingrong. who was
running a Bible study class for
young people when it was interrupted by local officials.

CHARMING HOUSE FORforSALE
a new

Are you or anyone in your family looking
home? If so, you have to see this one:

.,•9
• „11

It's located in a quiet area just off Glendale Road, at 822 South 9th
Street. within walking distance of Churches, Beauty Shops. Grocery
Stores, and Banks.
This house has been redecorated inside and out. It has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, living room, large den and kitchen, sun room, and utility room.
The master bedroom and bath are beautifully decorated with "the new
look" colors and has a walk-in closet. This lot features a large fenced
in back yard with patio and storage building There is a double wide
driveway in front and beautiful landscaping has just been added
You are invited to our OPEN HOUSE
Sat., August 25th, 10 a.m. - 2 p.on.
Sun., August 26th, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Even if you are not looking for a home you will want to sec this one.
For further questions or private viewing please contact:
Jackie Graham - 753-4443 or Asa Wlamnn - 753-8406

Auto • Home • • Business* • Long Term Care
E-arm • • Life • IRA • BlueCross BlueShield

753-4703
kfbmurray.com
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ADVANTAGE OF
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2007 DODGE RAM 1500 QUAD CABt/REGULAR CAB
25-MPG HIGHWAY

2007 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN

•AVAILABLE 5.7 LITER HMI WITH AIDS FUEL-SAVING TECHNOLOGY'''
• LONGEST-LASTING',' MOST DURABLE LINE qt19.VIZE PICKUP TfilpCKS
• FULLY BOXED FRAME RAILS WITH HIG/TMNGTH STEEL

(11R +1,
000
FINANCING
BONUS CASH

FOR 60 MONTHS -

32-MPG HIGHWAY

2007 DODGE CALIBER

• MP3 COMPATIBILITY
•AVAILABLE CHILL ZONE."BEVERAGE STORAGE BIN
• ILLUMINATED CUP HOLDERS

•. .5T9W

•

Vsirel

4;;O.SEATINji_khlD STORAGE
oVER-N-M E NT ZI:ITE.ST arr.-1
4G

0PR
FINANCING

LOYALTY CASH

4. 19000

FOR 60 MONTHS

30-MPG HIGHWAY•

ALL-NEW 2008 DODGE AVENGER

• AVAILABLE HEATED/COOLED CUP HOLDER
• CHILL ZONE." BEVERAGE STORAGE BIN
• AVAILABLE MYGIG- ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

+$500
OR
FINANCING' BONUS CASH

APR
FINANCING
0%

PLUS GET OUR EXCLUSIVE

DODGE.COM/miDwEsT

GRAB LIFE

18004ADODGE

(1) See desist kw a copy of limited warranty and details. Non-Transferable. Not available on SRT. diesel vehicles. Sprinter. Ram Chassis
Cab, and certain Meet
mew w vehicles. On purchases beginning 7/26/07. (2)0% APR for 60 months equals 516.67 per month per $1,000 financed for qualified buyers with 10% down
through Chrysler Financial. Not all buyers will qualify. (3) 14 city/18 hwy 2007 EPA estimated mpg. (4) Based
on R.L. Polk & Co. Vehicles in Operation registration statistics
1966-2045. (5) Durability based on longevity. (6) Financing for qualified buyers. Not all buyers will qualify. Must take delivery of '07 models from
dealer stock (7) Based on 2007
EPA estimates. (13) Star ratings are part of the U.S. government's SaferCar program (safercar.gov). Dodge. HEMI, Quad Cab and Stow 'n Go are registered trademarks
of Chrysler UL.

Chrysler Financial is a division of Chrysler U.C.
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Start time for Laker*/
Tigers pushed back
Due to heat-related concerns, the start time tor today's season-opening football game between crosstown rivals Murray
High and Caliuway County has been changed.
The contest between the Tigers and Lakers, scheduled to be
layed at Tv Holland Stadium, has been moved from the
'clock Gates will open
occus

at 6:30

PUJOLS DOES NOT HOMER AS
CARDS FAIL TO GAIN GROUND
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Josh
Willingham homered twice with
a career-best six RBIs,including
a grand slam in the third inning,
helping the Florida Marlins stop
an eight-game losing streak with
an 11-3 victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals on Thursday
night.
Albert Pujols was 0-for-3
with a popup, line out to center
and groundout, ending his streak
of homering in a career-best five
consecutive games when he was
lifted after the sixth. Pujols' RBI
streak also ended at seven
games, during which he drove in
eight runs.
The Marlins prevailed after
Gonzalez
manager
Fredi
ordered players, threatening
fines, not to show up before 5
p.m. CDT, two hours before
game time.
Rick VandenHurk (4-4)
allowed a run on four hits in five
innings and the Cardinals had a
shaky night on defense, tying a
season high with four errors. A
fifth ball to the wall was misplayed by left fielder Chris
Duncan but ruled a hit, helping
set the table for Willingham's

0
)
41.

MICHAEL DANN

second career grand slam
both this year.
The Cardinals(61-63) missed
a chance to make it back to .500
for the first time since a 3-2 loss
to the Pirates on April 14 left the
defending World Series champions' record at 6-6.
Rick Ankiel hit a third-inning
sacrifice fly for St. Louis, which
lost for only the third time in 11
games. He made one of the
errors, misjudging a basket
catch on Matt Treanor's fly ball
to right in the second. But he
compensated with a strong
throw in the seventh to catch
Mike Jacobs going for a double,
and also made a strong throw to
keep VandenHurk at third on
Miguel Cabrera's fly ball in the
third.
Willingham's 20th homer, a
mammoth drive estimated at
448 feet that cleared the leftfield bleachers, came off a 3-2
pitch from Anthony Reyes (213) for the first runs of the
game, rtskpc of the runs was
earned after third baseman Sciitt
ROten 'booted VandenHurk's
grounder to open the inning.

-
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Murray High defenders Christin Gong (6) and Caitlin Herrington (6) attempt to block a shot by Calloway County's Katlynn Knight
dunng Thursday night's prep volleyball action at Jeffrey Gymnaisum. Calloway won 2-1 over the Lady Tigers.

Staff Report
Rival prep volleyball teams
Calloway County and Murray
High battled for three sets on
Thursday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium, with the host Lady
Lakers eventually winning the
hard-fought match.
Calloway 13-21 earned the
victory in the first and third sets
by scores of 25-22 and 25-21.
Murray(4-2) won the middle set
by a 25-20 count.
Lexie Watson paced the winning effort for the Lady Lakers
with seven points. two aces and

one kill. Allie Thompson followed with five points, one ace
and one kill, while Teala Penick
added four assists, three points
and three kills.
Brittnee Deity recorded five
points, while Kristen Phillips
had four points and one ace.
Katlynn Knight had one point,
one ace and one kill. Jacquelyn
Price rounded out the CCHS
attack with three kills.
For Murray, Leah Dieleman
led the way with team highs in
digs (7) and kills (5). She also
had 42 complete passes and one
ace. Caitlin Herrington followed

with five blocks, four kills and
four digs while completing 26
passes and recording two aces.
Lauren Dieleman had all 13
assists for the Lady Tigers. She
also had eight passes, four aces
and one dig. Abby Dowdy completed 21 passes while also
adding two digs and one kill.
Jamie Courtney had 14 passes
and two digs, while Christin
Gong tallied 10 passes, two
digs, one kill and one ace.
In junior-varsity action last
night, Calloway claimed a twoset victory — 21-17 and 21-16
— over Murray.

Deitz paced CCHS with eight
points, one kill and one ace.
Leanne Luther had six points,
and Katlynn Knight had four.
Nisa Dunn scored three points,
while Emily McKnight and
Haley Edwards tallied two
apiece. Dunn also notched three
assists, while Knight added
three kills and one block.
No JV statistics were reported by Murray High.
Calloway returns to the court
on Monday against Community
Christian Academy at Jeffrey
Gymnasium, while Murray High
hosts Paducah Tilghman.

AP

Florida's Josh Willingham (14) is congratulated by teammates
Dan Uggla, left, Hanley Ramirez. second from right, and Rick
VandenHurk, right, after hitting a grand slam during the third
inning of Thursday's game against the Cardinals in St. Louis.

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & 'Niles

Amy Winkler (6) and Shauna Wicker (8) give chase to a ball past a Marshall
County defender during Thursday night's prep soccer action at the Jim Nix
Soccer Complex. The Lady Lakers fell 3-0 to Marshall County.

MICHAEL DANN Ledger& limes

Calloway County head football coach Josh McKee) gives opening introductions while being flanked by
his players dunng Thursday night's'Meet The Lakers" event at Jack Rose Stadium The Lakers will take
Cr crosstown rival Murray High tonight at 8 o'clock in the season opener for both teams at Ty Holland
Stadium Gates will open at 6.30 p m

Staff Report
Calloway County's girls' soccer team
saw its season-opening win streak halted
at three in a 3-0 loss to rival Marshall
County in Second District action on
Thursday night at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.
The Lady Marshals (3-2) rebounded
a 1-0 loss to Graves County earlier
thi week by opening up a 2-0 advantage
over the Lady Lakers(3-1) by the halftime
break.
Anna Downing and Ashley Smith
scored the two goals for Marshall.

Margaret Thomas provided the assist an
Smith's score.
The Lady Marshals would add one
final tally in the second half, as Bailey
Mathis scored off a Cara Bohrrnan assist
to close out the victory.
Marshall outshot Calloway 24-3.
Goalkeepers Connie Lents(2)and Latesha
Stevenson (I)combined for three assists
for MCHS. Haley McCuiston stopped 16
shots for the Lady Lakers.
Calloway will return to the field on
Tuesday, when it travels to Princeton to
take on Caldwell County.

SPORTS
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PREP SOCCER

Tigers defeat Lyon Co.for 3rd straight win
Benton. Three minutes later. Benton scored

Staff Report
EDDY VILLE, Ky — The Murray High

At the 24-minute mark, Matt Hines added

match and its fifth in su tries this season

another Tiger goal off another Puckett assist.

with a 5-1 triumph over Lyon County on

MHS carried the 3-0 advantage into the half-

Thursday night

time break.

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.

Johnson assist. But it was too little too late
for the Lyons
Murray won the battle of shots 17-6.

978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS • MURRAY,KY
altlakiurroy corn
i-msal. stuart elexander kviliania corn

Tiger goalkeepers Nolan Jackson (4) and

The Tigers (5-1) needed just one half to

Six minutes into the second half, the

put away the Lyons (1-3), scoring three
times in the first half — twice within one

Tigers were back on the scoreboard when

the night. Lyon'. Daniel Bugg stopped four

Hines scored his second goal of the night off

shots.

three minute span

a Dillon Ward assist. Puckett added the final

Will Hudson

combined for five saves on

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
League
East ()WWI
", oni.

ATM-1CW

Jeremy Curd put Murray on the board at
the 12-minute mark. scoring off a pair of
assists from

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

board with four minutes remaining, when
James Smothennan scored off a Chase

the second goal on a penalty kick.

boys' soccer team woo its third straight

Agor OCOMEDIM2D

•

Bobby Puckett and

The Tigers return to the field on Monday.

tally with 25 minutes to go off a Benton

when they host Reidland in a varsity match

assist

at 6 p.m. at the Mallary France Soccer

Jordan

Lyon County finally dented the wore-

Complex.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Hogs can't avoid offseason drama
PLAYERS EAGER
1.()R TALK TO END
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.(AP)
The

players

noticed

—

there's no way they couldn't
have. The outcry was Severe, the
speculation rampant. At tunes it
seemed

the offseason

would

never end.
The Arkansas Razorbacks are
ranked

No

21

4414

in the nation.

They have a Heisman Trophy
candidate in Darren McFadden,
who

helped

them

reach

the

Southeastern Conference title
game last

year. Several other

key players are also back.
Yet amid those reasons for
hope, an uneasy subplot looms
in

the

background:

coach

•

Houston Nun and his offseason
of turmoil.
"We're just ready to show
everybody that we can still play,
and that it's our own football

AP

Arkansas coach Houston Nutt hopes the beginning
about the program's difficult offseason

team without whatever went on
in the offseason," quarterback
Casey Dick said. "We just want

Is Nun a victim of the contro-

to show everybody that we can
still come out here and

versy or is he responsible for

play

football"
Dick's attitude is understand-

a while, it

able, because for
easy

to

forget

was

about

the

as

the

Fans used the Freedom of

wrong."

Mustain

s\ I

will

be

Can the Razorbacks

The Razorbacks went 10-4

reach their potential this season

last season behind McFadden,
who ran for 1,647 yards and was

everything

that's

hap-

the

ever

games, and trouble began imme-

Mustain's departure, details sur-

seems certain -- it won't be bor-

diately

offseason

faced about a critical e-mail the

ing.

when offensive coordinator Gus
Malzahn left to join the staff at

quarterback
received
in
December
Nothing unusual

Mitch

about an athlete receiving an e-

back

him,

the team,"

wide receiver

Robert Johnson said of Nutt.
'We're going to go to the SEC

during

Tulsa

its
the

Quarterback

Mustain also left ly

last

transferred

he eventualto

Southern

California.
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Thursday's Scone
ming'
Cleveland 3, Detroit 1, 10
Minnesota 5, Bellmore 2
OeMand 12, Tampa Bay 2
Boston at Chicago Whits Sox, ppd
Seattle 9, Texas 4
Toronto 5, L A Angels 4
Today's Games
Boston (Schilling 7-5) at Chicago White
Sox (Danks 6-11), I 05 p m lit game
Boston (Beckett 15-5) at Chicago While
Sox (Garland 8-9), 711 p m , 2nd game
N Y Yankees (Clemens 5-5) at Detroit
(Misr 5-4). 6 05 p m
Minnesota (J Santana 13-9) at
Belarnore (Guihne 7-4), 6:05 pm
Craidend (DiNardo 8-6) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 9-8). 6 10 p m
Cleveland (Sabathia 14-6) at Kansas
City (Grenka 5-5). 7 10 p m
Seattle (F Hernandez 9-6) at Texas
Millwood 8-10), 736 pm
Toronto (Halleday 14-5) at L.A. An9105
(Jer Weaver 8-6), 9-05 pm
Seturday's Gomm
Boston (Wakefield 15-10) at Chicago
While Sox (BUOhne 9-8), 255 p.m
N Y Yankees(Wang 14-6) at Detroit
(Bowerman 106), 6.05 p m
Minnesota (Garza 2-4) at Baltimore
(Burnes 5-5), 6 05 p m
Oakland (Blanton 11-8) al Tamps Bay
(Kazraw 9-8), 6 10 p.m
Cleveland (Lean 1-1) at Kansas City
(Dames 5-10) 6 10 p m
Seattle (Ranwez 8-4) at Texas (Wood
3-1). 7 35 p m
Toronto (Marcum 10-5) at L.A. Angels
(Saunders 7-1). 8 05 p m

in

end against Troy. One thing

lost

Gib
21/2
6 114
/2

the state.
They both stayed only one

to

runner-up.

decorated prep players

year at Arkansas, and soon after

Arkansas

C.ritrai CiMek'n
er
L
70 58
68 59
70
64
56 63

played for him

But

going

Heisman

had

Cleveland

Detroit
Minnesota
Chicago
Kansas City

5
12
17 1/2
20

while becoming one of the most

three

on

c mail a fnend of Nun's family
sent to an Arkansas quarterback.

question

everybody's gotng to back him

man filed a lawsuit over a nasty

pressure

nating

"I'm

One

faced

Malzahn was a respected high

Information Act to investigate
!slutt's cell phone records

has

school coach in Arkansas. and

The season starts next week-

coach.

Nutt

before, but this was different.

national championship. We're

pened"

Razorbacks'

game), we're
going to hopefully get to the
going to prove a lot of people

Nutt, who is entering his 1(th
season

(championship

That's an argument with no end

after

attention was focused solely on

the 2007 season can put an end to talk

in sight But now another fascianswered

Arkansas players. For months,

of

64 63
58 60
48 79

84:1
Tor:
Yticr
Baltimore
Tampa Bay

mail -- but this one was from
booster Teresa Prew.ett, a friend
of Nutes family.

sKETBALL,#i

Redd helps U.S. to 123-59 win

EASTERN ICENTUCia PREVIEW

Colonels hoping
to build off strong
finish to 2006
RI('HMOND, Ky.(AP) s—
Eastern

Kentucky

football

coach

University

Danny

Hope

hopes a strong finish will lead to

LAS

National League
East Division
W
L
GB
71 55
New TOO.
86 60
PtviecteMem
5
66 62
Ationta
6
58 70
Washoox
14
57 71
Florida
15
Central Division
W
L
GB
65 61
Cracow
66 62
Milwaukee
12
61 63
Sit. Louis
3
57 70
Cincinnati
81/2
57 71
Houston
9
55 71
10
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L
GB
72 56
Arizona
68 58
San Diego
3
66 61
51/2
Los Angeles
6463
Colorado
71/2
56 72
San Francisco
16
Thursdays &ores
LA Dodgers 5, Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 5, Colorado 1
San Francisco 4, Chicago Cube 1
San Diego 9, N.Y Mets 6.10 innings
Cincinnati 9, Atlanta 7, 12 innings
Washington 7 Houston 6
Floods 11, St Louis 3
Today's Games
San Diego(Maddux 9-9) at
Philadelphia (Moyer 11-9). 6 05 p m
L.A. Dodgers (Penny 14-3) at N Y Mats
(0.Perez 11-8), 8:10 p.m
Florida (Weis 8-12) at Cincinnati
(Haling 12-3). 6:10 pm
Pittsburg,' (Snell 8-10) at Houston
(Abets 3-6), 7.C6 p.m
Atlanta (Smolt, 11-6) at St. Louis
(K.Welis 8-13), 7:10 pm.
Washington (Hill 3-3) at Colorado
(Francis 13-6). 8 05 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Marshall 64)at Anzoca
(Owings 6-6), 8 40 p.m.
Milwaukee (Vargas 10-4) at San
Francisco (Lowry 13-7), 9:15 pm
Saturday's Gams,
LA Dodgers (Stuns 1-1) at N Y Mots
(0 Hernandez 8-4), 2:55 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Morris 7-8) at Houston
(Jennings 2-9), 6:05 p.m
Si Diego(Henedy 2-3) at
Phihidelphis (LOhee 7-12), 6 05 p m
Florida (Mitre 5-6) at Cincinnati (Belisle
6-8), 610 p.m.
Atlanta (T Hudson 15-5) at St LOWS
(Pinsk° 3-1), 6 15 p.m.
Washington (Redding 3-3) at Colorado
(Jimenez 2-2). 705 p.m.
Millwatiuse (Gallardo 5-3) at San
Francisco (Correia 1-6), 8,05 p.m
Chicago Cube (Lilly 13-6) at Anzona
(Petit 2-4), 8-409 m.

a better start this season.

will

Sophomore C.J. Walker

also play a role in the backfield.
Dunn rushed for 802 yards

a

year ago and needs just 118

VEGAS (AP) — Kobe

ling out the Amencans' 113-55

Bryant spent the first part of his

victory while playing for them

The Colonels opened with a

gels birthday on the bench.
No
matter
'Thanks

in the 2003 Olympic qualifying

1-4 record a year ago, but won
five of their last six games to

three players in various stages of
the game.

Michael

to

Redd. Bryant wasn't

missed
Redd came off the bench
with a flurry of 1-pointers to
turn the game into

an early rout,

and the United States beat the
I' S. Virgin Islands 123-59 on
Ihursday

night in the F1BA

Americas tournament
Redd and Carmelo Anthony
each scored 22 points for the
Americans

(2-0),

together

dominant

a

who

tournament.
The Virgin Islands, with for-

secure their 29th consecutive

mer UCLA and Georgia coach

winning season. The streak is

Jim Herrick on their bench as an

second in

behind

Flonda State. which hasn't had a
losing campaign in 30 years.

Krauser. Kitwana

can carry that momentum Onto

ond

the season)," he said.

son with 50.

needed only 5 minutes to reach
that total Thursday

trouble

Hope said his offensive line

racking up yards (354 yards per

"could be the best offensive line

put

The Virgin Islands got within
17-9 with 6. 15 left in the first
when

Edwin

Eastern

game)

drew

had

little

and scoring points

(30

the team's late turnaround.

Sean Dumpford, who has started

Despite the ability to score,
Colonels struggled with

pointers, during the Americans'

turnovers.

coughed up the ball 16 times in
the five losses, compared to just

3-point

Miller and Chauncey Billups

12 players

made 31 later in the quarter, with
Billups' shot at the buzzer giv-

eight in the team's six victories.
"When we don't nun the ball
over, we win," Hope said.

before closing pool play with

ing the United States a 42-13
lead The U.S.was 13-of-17

Now in his fifth season, Hope
has a new offensive coordinator

giunes Saturday against Canada

Irons the field (76 percent)in the

and Sunday against Brazil

period, including It-of-10 from

in Linwood Ferguson, a veteran
assistant with more than 30

Kevin Sheppard scored
points for the

Virgin

II

Wands.

whose best player can't play for

behind the arc

Redd had

15

points in 5 minutes
The lead was 66-39 at half-

them. Tim Duncan started play-

time, and

ing

quickly became festive. Fans in

internationally

for

the

(mind States in 1996, and once

another

that

MMUS &

happened

the

St

Croix

native became ineligible to play

-Happy

tor his home team But he also

while

wouldn't play against them, sit -

throws

the

small

third

quarter

crowd

at

the

Mack Center sang

Birthday" to Bryant

he

was shooting

free

•a.•
Habitat for Humanity
Golf Tournament
Fri.. Sept. 7• Miller Golf Course
4 Perms Serseilalm Shotgun Start 1 p.m.

AP

Kobe Bryant, foreground, shoots versus the
Virgin Islands during the FIBA Arnenc,as Championship game
at the Thomas & Mack Center in Las Vegas on Thursday

Teem

USA's

GOLF
Tigers compete in tri-match
with Caldwell Co., Ballard
PREP

Staff Report
The Murray High boys' golf
team competed in a tea-match
with Caldwell County and

For hafisrssamias

or to sign

up contact,

• iro •

Cohn ('apps both turned in a 48
Ballard teammates Prestaen

years of experience Hope said
Ferguson focused on the importance of taking care of the football during spring drills
"I think our new coordinator
did a good job an the spring
ball secunty, so

emphasizing

hopefully we have that behind
us," he said.
The Colonels' offense will
center around quarterback Josh
Greco. who struggled last season after being named Ohio
Valley Conference Offensive
Player of the Year in 2005
Greco threw 13 interceptions
last season and only 10 scores,
but Hope said Greco showed
signs of a turnaround last spnng.

afternoon at

bed for the day's best score, as

"He looked like a veteran
quarterback should look." Hope
said

Murray Country

each carded a 39 Taylor Curtis

In a match that was delayed

•

33 straight contests in his career

troops

Medlin and Blake Pendergrass

led Caldwell County with a 42

heat, the

The Murray squad will return

Tigers finished third in the team

to the links on Monday, when it

scoring with a 188 Ballard won

takes on Graves County and

In the backfield. the Colonels
have three players capable of
malting a big play. Mark Diem

Caldwell

and Bobby

because of extreme

Chuck Hula& 763-012.3 Ea Maus Mairwull 747-2291

Tigers with a 45. while Jay Rods
carded a 47 Blake Graham and

Hope's

Ballard Mcmonal on Thursday
Club

SSO per presron inclurion greens twin and cart
Price. let and '2nd teams. l.constiot
Closest to iloir Pin

The line will be anchored by

the

run of 17 straight points that
made it 34-9.

The Americans are off Fnday.

unit we've had since I became
head coach."

Amaze

siOft.

in the conference last sea-

points per game) in the last six
contests last season that sparked

13 points

from

two
sec-

21 points in the first quarter of

scored 13 points, hitting three ?-

15-of-10

Quinton

their tournament opener, but

ing. Redd replaced Bryant and

shot

and

top receivers. Barber was

less than 4 minutes into the

tange and had all

Kyle Barber

strong note and hopefully we

stretch

apiece for the Americans, who

can," he said.

The Americans scored only

game.
added

"We'd like to utilize those
guys in as many ways as we

Williams will be Eastern's

Bryant's second foul while scor-

Stoudemire

Hope said he plans to use all

"We ended the seAson on a

Rhymer and Jason Edwin.

quarter

and

nation

assistant, also got tune points

immediately after Bryant went

Miller

the

from ('ad

to the bench with his second foul

Mike

more to reach the 2,000 mark for
his career.

the

match

with

a

167. while

C'aldwell Wised a 181
Zack New some pa.ed

Highlands
the

May field

County
Country

at

South

Club

in

seniors,
Colonels'

Washington, both
anchor
the

will

running

corps

rfs

[-

Unify Softer

Inv Omar MOO AMICT
lame.raw as iwance
cankrf a°MO

ellt alms It • 7s3 S1142

TV Schedule
Tolley
MOTORSPORTS
7 p.m.
ESP,
V2 - NASCAR Busch Series
Food City 250 at Bnstol Tam,
BOXING
t.30 p.m.
ESP52 - Wellsrwetghts Dstrin
%cirque:120-2-1) vs Keener Collins
(12-2-1) w New Yolk learns-day WPC
GOLF
2 p.in
Tei; - PGA Tour The aiirmsys.
second round at Hemson. N.Y
3 p.m.
ESP742 - LPOA. Sakomy Cissalc.
Ow mond. at Portland, Ore
8:30 p.m
TGC - CharnMans Tow, Greater
Seeds Classic. Ira round
7:30 p.m.
TOC - USGA, U S Airelaw
Chsnwalonship, umuninsi macaw,
W San Francisco Iserneoley IWO
MAJOR UFAOUE BASFBAU.
7 p"
WON
BOOM 51 ChltageD Whew So.
NFL FOOTSALi
r a.m.
CBS
Preseason, New England
at Carolina
TIMM
1 p.m
E SP82 - ATP-WTA Tour Para Pen
mires serialWatal. at New Haven Conn
11:30 pm.
ESP142- ATP.WTA To., Plot Pen
worrianl semillna at New Hemet
Coln idelmad MOM

O. • •

-

--•
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HAPPY'BIRTHDAY

=.•

[100037 Computer

1_71111099m6e1

NURSE'S AIDE
Will train if you enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmosphere. Good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr., Murray, KY. EOE
Service tech wanted in established agricultural dealership. Serious inquiries only.
Experience a plus. Attractive benefit package. Send resumes to H&R Agri Power,
P.O. Box 432, Mayfield, KY 42066

see

060

my man Dan

the ME5 METER TECH Man
wish him a Happy Birthday!

HAM BIRTHDAY

JfifidififthithAft,
A little girl that didn't want.
to get dirty,
Is now turning THIRTY!
Happy Birthday Stephanie!

Loewe Found

L.01511Name: Pebbles Marie
, 5 year old Female MM.
Description.
Pincher, reddish brown hair, black face,
"Cleopatra" eyes, bobbed tail, 12 pounds.
Scared & Skiddish. Lost Monday, Aug.
Rd. near Westside
20 Robertson
Veterinary Clinic.

Please contact Westside Vet. Clinic
753-6749 or Marilyn Gregory
931-2324243 or Sam 865-712-2.053
CASH REWARD!

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
parsons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Terms nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for thee
activities.

FOUND female black
& brown Hound dog
Blue collar Vicinity
Outside of Kidusey on
299 489-2866

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
270-443WKUMFS
9004
and
BEAUTICIANS
nail lochs with a good
clientele send your
resume to PO Box
KY
Murray.
970,
42071
HE Cadiz Record
has an "modiste
opening for a sports
writer. FT or we consider PT Full bone*
package for FT.
Return* to Edlor, The
Cadiz Record, P0
Box 1992, Cadiz, KY
42211

of
I3RITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
tor the following positions Certified Nursing
We offer
Assistants
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
Package APIA), In person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
641S
Hwy
Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
COFFEE Shop
Manager
Fidalgo Bay Coffee
Shop, Murray, KY, is
seeking an experienced manager to pcen
The
its beasts team
lob requires proven
skills.
management
and
organization
scheduling experience
and a solid customer
service background
Responsibilities
include working with
outstanding
our
employee team, pronging ea:optional customer service. determarketing
mining
strategies, maintaining
inventory system and
scheckaing. EnOoyIng
oolfee is a plus Salary
• benefits offered.
Send resume to Attn.
Sara Finemen. PO Box
1402. Murray. KY
Attn Coffee
42071
Manager
Shop
Position
DRIVER wanted
Frt. Sat Sun 5-PM
18 or older Mei no traffic vknalions. Apply at
Pizza Pro 805-C South
12th Street. No phone
cella please

t

ill

.\I \t) \II: \(..11.\11.1

1111

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Me,

If you

I 's • I

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 • r column inch extra for Monde (She • • • Guide)

Help Wield

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to ioboetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
Listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
DO you tow wonting
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Martial Arts Amenca
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
sales
ENERGETIC
help wanted for paint
and floonng center
Call 759-4979.

NECVP
Tie Power of sink

Help Us Help Kids!!
Be a Foster Parent
(270)898-1293
(866)30NECCO
FT Billing Clerk and
LPN for medical office
Clerk must be experienced in insurance
coding and billing.
Send resume with references to PO Box
1040-Y. Murray. KY
42071.
FT data extractor
Computer skills
required. Send resume
to Peco Products. Box
363, Murray, KY
42071.
GREEN Acres is curWig for the folpositions
lowing
RN/LPN 6A-2P fulltime. SRNA 2P-10P
full-time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our learn may apply
in wean at Green
Acres Health Care. 402
St.
Farthing
W.
Mayfield, KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
deify 7 days• week
feta alter paid
training • Benefits
Contact us nowt
1-411119-974409S or
wirma11/111741obacom
WANTED counter and
Must
warehouse he
be self motiveded and
able to follow verbal
and written instructions Some Mectrical
experience preferred
but not required. WO
right person.
train
Benellts include paid
vacatkin, 401k, and
insurance. Amy in person at Murray Supply,
204 East Main St.,
Murray, KY. No phone
cells please See Keith
or Kathy

Sales
INSIDE
Representative Pella
Window and Door is in
need of entry level
Inside Sales Rep. in
the Murray, KY showPosition
room
involves initiating the
sales process through
demonstraproduct
tions, tech. assist, for
customer,
in
walk
prepanng customer for
outside sales team
contact and general
office duties Individual
must be energetic, an
excellent communicator, well organized, and
have strong computer
O kills
Construction/building
products knowledge
not
but
helpful
required. Please e-mail
Or fax cover letter,
resume and salary
to:
requirements
job 0 pelladirect.com
336446-3864
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St.
NEED someone to
pass flyers for local
business, will pay by
hour. 767-0508
hair
NEEDING
Special
dressers.
Effects, Benton, KY.
Part time or hit 7030542. 437-4755
NOW taldng applications for all positions
and ell shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PARADISE Resort now
hiring pail-tine housektiffPfnfl help.
436-276?

We make house calls at
no extra charge,

SPECIAL RATE: ONLY $35/A114
W,
Call 270-205-9490 or see
www lestercomputerrepaircom

Computer
103
Connection
*anion -752-0438
Cowin Ssisasnice
Notivarkeg Sonless
Use Rehr & Wits Apar
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

Single Space • $12.00
Imo wore this two diem per whirr

Articies
For Salo

MAXIMUM 20
WORDS

OLD 1 Dollar Silvia
Certificates and Red
Seal 2 Dollar Bills.
293-6999

891
AN11OUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coin
and paper money collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
\\ \\ I Ifiltt 1
l'ait's
II
•eroulei

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
On the Square Murra,

(270) 753-1713

1 executive desk, 1
computer desk.
753-7419
5-PIECE solid oak wall
unit, $900 Solid oak
table with 4 chairs and
table teat. $400 270767-2229
Form Equipment
25' pintie hitch trailer. 5
dovetail,(2) 5' ramps, 3
axles with brakes.
21,000 lbs, $5,000.
731-247-3070
Musical

SAXOPHONE
•Il1i,1 Wit I •
BUESCHER BU-5 Bb
TENOR. Used two
.
KI 1 t 1111'\141,
years. Excellent condi451141
-tion $700 For more
information. call
150
270-376-2854
ArtleMs
For Sale
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person
lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7 300.
$3,600
sell
must
(573)300-1031
2 crypts at Murray
Gardens
Memorial
inside
side-by-side
Chapel level 2 Please
call (479)750-4811

SECURITY
guard
°periwig Murray area
Must be dependable &
rellieble Fax resume to
270-444-0389

COOKBOOKS for sale
Cooking Favorites of
Faxon 2nd edition
130+ recipes. $8 each
Call Debbie 753-9970
291-'1548

Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts

Inside chapel
$8,500
(270)247-0335
Looking for
smiling
morning k lunch
help FT/PT.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.
NEW pool tads, never
used, 1 -slate, solid
wood, carved legs. felt
acc package. retails
$4.500, selling for
sell
$1,500, must
(573)300-1031

Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 44)
WORDS
Send payment, photo. names
of grandparents, runlet siof
childlreni, and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
of photo to

rainwwc"
WARD-ELKINS

PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns
employment We will
train Free tax course
CaN 753-9204 or
437-4531

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 8, 2007!

150
Captains

2000 Sunchaser pontoon boat 2011 evIn
rude e tech, 75HP
engine Moving must
see $15,000 Kenmore
rs,rigerator w/icemaker. 2 years old
$200.00
2005 Black Mustang,
excellent condition, V-6
auto. loaded, 36.000
miles. $15,900
(270)436-5367
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

PART time receptionist/coordinator needed
for construction equipment rental company
Fax resume to
(270)527-9497
ask for Cynthia
(270)527-9494

Remember your r
C,RANDPARENTC.6
,krr
September 9, 2007

Various Computing Services.

te0

VISA

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre 72 Sundance
753-1011
16X80 mobile home
cabinets
Custom
$10,500
270-293-0715
1998 16)(80, Clayton
mobile home, 3BR,
2BA, 200-amp, excond., must be moved.
Kirksey, KY $18,000
270-293-7090
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
38R 2BA, extra nice
270-489-2525
2004 16x52 Champion
with
IBA
2BR
washer/dryer, service
pole. C/H/A, underpinning. $19,000 Must be
moved 753-6813,
293-5761

ESTATE SALE
1999 Clayton 3BR
2/1k 16040 mobile
home. Extra nice,
lots of nice
furniture, some

household items.
270-4744052
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero downl Your
land or family land
Ends
731-564-4926
August 15

I6X80 38FI 2BA, ail
appliances furnished
on private lot. Close to
schools
&
town
$425/mo plus deposit
753-7930 or 293-1761
SMALL 28R
753-8012

$225

Keegan Duvall
Grandparents
Cube & LerAnn Staples
Ronnie & Jane Babb
Cathy & Larry Gooch
Willis & Wilma Sanders
Jack & Denise Duvall

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

DEADLINE IS '
SEPT. 5 AT 12PM

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, all appliances furUniversity
nished,
Heights Subdivision.
pets. Deposit.
No
$325/month. 753-4937
or 753-1951
1BR, venous locations,
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR 1BA downstairs
apartment, 206 Cherry
St., electnc heat, window air. 5350/mo
$350/dep. 753-5341
2BR duplex, nice.
C4-I/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR with horse barn
and pasture 270-7679223
washer/dryer,
2BR,
quiet neighborhood, no
pets, $475/month +
deposit 753-0919
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
603 Chestnut St., 3
bedrm/1 bath. Over
1,000 Wt. Lease and
references.
270-227-3331

1505 Diuguld Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One

and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

SOUTH WOOD condominiums. All appliances Included.
767-9948.

Boum For Red
1BR,8 miles north,
$350 + deposit, no
pets 753-8582 or
227-1935
2 bedroom. 1 bath, 2
car garage, washer,
Completely
dryer.
many
remodeled,
plus
extras. $550
deposit. No pets. 7538944. 226-8150
2. 3 & 48R houses
deposit
&
Lease
required 753-4109

EXTREMELY nice
2BR, 2BA apt spacious living & kitchen
area, located in a great
neighborhood If interested call 227-5452

219 Woodlawn. 3BR
IBA. computer room
new C/H/A, stove
refngerator, w/d, pets
considered $675 +
deposit. 759-1771

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
113F1 $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221

2BR house, very nice!
Smoke and pet free
W/D.
environment,
First last, & security.
lease.
year
One
$575/month. 226-8006

NEAR university. 1,
2BR apts 753-1252,
753-0606
NICE 2br, 1 5be apt.
close to campus. Inc
w/d, ref. req. 978-0656
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Ant,
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6066
RED OAKS APTS.
090e401
$100 Depose
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
7133-1111MS.

3BR 1.5BA, immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required. 1116
Fairlane Dr $850 per
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
38R IBA C/H/A, all
applienCes, $475
Brand new 38R 28A in
Hazel. CAVA. all new
appliances, $525
References, deposit.
lease. No pets
753-1059

38R 2BA brick hdrne.
Quiet neighborhood,
large fenced-in backCall '
C/H/A.
yard,
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT, ask
for Bonnie.
LOVELY 3BR, 26A.
2100 sq.ft home w/ 2
car attached garage.
large yard and 1/4 mile
from Ky. Lake in
Cypress Bay area.
$750 monthly w/ $1000
deposit.
security
References required.
731-232-8150
Relies
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

ROCCESS
T-S I OR 1(4.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
M-F
9 a.m. - 4

e.m.

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7538.

CLASSIFIFDS

48 • Friday, August :A 21,11,17

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
ttinsicki crenate contioi
storage
*Security returned
*Safe & dean
*V4* sell boxes'
•We rent U-Haule
753-9600

OFFICE or rated space
avadsba. Pram location. 753-2905. 2931460
Cam Specs:
Economical angle lur,
rushed olkse tor lease
wroth common board
room CENTURY
21 .ask for Loretta
753 1492

AKC Golden Retriever
puppies parents on
premises $300 270
395-8396
BOSTON Terners 1
mate 1 female $200
No papers 270 5195846
DOG Obedience
436-26613
PIT bull puppies for
sate. good bioodins.
al female $100. 2269592
S1IH-TZU
puppies
AKC, CKC, dew claws
removed.
shots
male
wormed.
female $300- $350
270-251-0310 after Ii
AM

11YR 01-4 gelding, kid
broke 270-293-0715
1414EAT straw 63 per
270-841-1806
bale
nibble number
400

GARAGE
SALE
1567
Mockingbird Dr.
Fri.. Aug. 24 8
Sat_ Aug. 25

7AM-1PM
table A chairs, end
tables lesk roui,gee
tabie household
limns & name brand
clothing-

YARD
SALE

SPORTS CARD
& COLLECTIBLE
SALE
641S to Mktway,
right 1828W 6th
house right
Sat. • 8AM-2PM
(Jaseball baikalba1,
luottall Nom supplies, tossing &glee& lays. triers
drum, 11125 901
Upper Deck pock
Residents
and Staff at
Glendale
Place are
having a Yard
Salo!
Saturday August
5th, 7 00-12 00
in the back
parking lot at
905 Glendale
Rd
Lots of
Everything

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
Justin Dr. Almo. 8
miles N of Murray.
1-1/2 miles west on
Charley Miller Rd.
Fri., Sat., & Sun.
9AM-6PM
records guitar, furniture. misc household items clothes

All Real Estate elver
teed in the newspaper
S subect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference. limitabon
or discnrnination basso
on race, color, riegion
sex. or national origio.
or an intention to make
any such preference
irmeanon. or *scornsnation This newspaper
will not knowingly
acome any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation or the law
Our readers are hereby
all
informed
that
dirreihngs advertised in
tfus newspaper are
evaded* on an equal
oCIPOrtunity basis •
RESIDENTIAL or commercial property tor
sale 94W 1 mile from
town 2E1R brick on
approx
1 5 acres
$90.000 080. 7532225 or 759-1509 after

1%1 Ku

1700 Miller
Fri & Sat.

7AM-2PM
radial arm saw,
furniture VVV
,ftrts lOtii of Otter
things

INDOOR/
OUTDOOR
SALE
205N. Cherry St.
between E. Walnut
04tvi SL
Fri., 8124
Sat., 8/25
6:30AM-3PM
clothes shoes
purses. hats, pots
A pans. rugs. etc

YARD
SALE

111
ill) I Alfafl....
‘11)

'MUM"
III 'op.
ill saels. f •.1 •.111
III

2.70..761 -1111

1

PferW4
Labor Day
LAKEFRONT SALE
i• AC - S74.900
we BOAT DOCK
Pay NO Ctosksg
Costal
(Mouth" wooded
waterfront on Kentucky
Labs Emolont Mow✓ig. Call now 1400704-3154. a.1442
LAKEFRONT
SPECIAL
3 IS AC • 5116.900
at 2 Boat 941pol
Wooded. pani-*e oolong has 2 promo WF
hansoms (:kest tensor on Kentucky Lake
Don't hese Ms one
call now 100-7043154,1446

232 Radio Hd
Hwy 641N to
Radio Rd. 3rd
house On
right.
Sat.. 812`,

FURNITURE
SALE
302 S 16th,
by campus
Sat. • IIAM-7
clninisors. bid
• couches chars
end MM.IPIC

r Check
r
L

us out
on the

3 FAMILY YARD SALE

Calhoun Construction, Lik

106 Neale TH., 121S past Murray
Paris Rd., Rt. @ Carraway Farms
Sign, 1st on left.
Saturday, 8/25 • 7AM-?

General Contracting

clothes. girls' 21-juniors, boys 6 mos-10 Reg,
women's all sizes TV, video games, TV video
chair child's recliner, boys & girls' bicycles,
foosball tat*, new Clinique makeup, lots of
toys, cookie jars, yard canopy & lots of misc.

law
I to 296 acres West
Calloway
Owner
489 2116
',nancing
esas Meileag•

•-OWNER
FINANCING***
405 S 5th St 3611
IBA 63,000 down.
/450 monlh 763-2222

1870 Douglas Rd., Take Hwy. 121
South to Cherry Corner to Scott
Fitts turn right onto Douglas Rd
Saturday, August 25 • 7AM
king site Air bed oak dining
lighted hutch & 8 chairs ena
.imp'., two recliners TV 2 drc
aSSorted household items N

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

4
vinyl replacement
windows by:

RESICOM CONTRACTORS
Ara 270-227-2115
al
b.
a waw a is 270-293-1899

Saturday .6:30
Hen rooster collector DOfi game cal iron bed, new

DVD player, toys. books MaxineWinnie The Poch.
monitor keybOard speakers mouse sheets. pidure
frames, old wood head/footboard. Chiropractic
adustade bed. 35m camera. pysbckgarnepad.
ChrtStrnaS decorations, dotesijackets boys 15-7).
rung( ris'(1-3), lacbes7mens', lots More'

MOVING SALE
Rd., left at
299/464 in Kirksey

Saturday, August 25 • 7AM-12PM
refngerator, W/D, recliner, full size bed
kitchen table, charcoal grill, patio set.
TiVo, PS2 and games, TVs, printers,
men's & women's clothes, and more"

\1
/
4411 1

\1 1

1306-G South 12th St.
Paint &

paint

supplies 20-50% oft,

Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,

Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.fl.,
Tile: 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321
Heats F.'.
1607 Kirkwood
Elegantly remodeled
redecorated. rice lot
trees excellent loco
lion completely up
dated, many modern
features 28R. 2-BA
master with whirtpoo4
wallt-in shower LA &
ineWOom *Amy von
doom. gram room nice
FP- gas-logs. French
doors to dock. updated IdOMion and dining area. nice almond
cabinets & appliances
new roof & covered
Viers, CAVA Must
me to approciaM
(270)7534029
1710 litagnoks Drive
4-4R. 3-8A. LA, DR
eat-in kitchen. recreation room Wei main
Mined 227.6414
2 or 38A 28A. CA-sit
wiry dose to lie lake
(27047341000
3-4 bedroom brick
2-belt on 2 lots
$165.000 (270)7534109
3 Bil 1 Bath Murray
school dIstrid. CAVA,
notary remodeled 2270346
FOR sale by owner
36$1 28A house and 50
acres on Highway 121
South 9'5O,05 or
436-205'
I \I \111)11 \ii
lil It I ILI I III'

%. is is
(Tow
cr Is sub CI••
4 2-.1
"
.'hi - III W‘ll

460
Homes For Sal.
SBO
1 900 sqft
brick home 4 bec1/2
bath
large
eat-in
kitchen living f0001,
oversized family room
voqeplace and builtins Murray schools, 2
car garage Wwork•
shop spacious fencedmm backyard $148,000
978-1026
F SBO
146
Edinborough Or W
3811 2BA, approx
2 200 SQ ft
bonus
room 3 years old
12701978-2852
SBO Gatesborough
In ievel 4811 36A, inground
pool
S250.000 293-2418
NOW'

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

2000 Ford F550 truck
with 14 Supreme box
bed V10 engine, like
new. 1 owner 4.000
actual miles. garage
kept. 753-6660 or 9780402
1995 Chevy 5spd 350.
Flag cab, new transmission Call for more
into on motor Runs
good! Body in great
shape $6,300 0130
767-0143, 227-5166
1989 F150. runs/looks
good. 5-speed. AC.
Decline( $1.800 7629959
Bests & Min
2003 22ft
Harris
Sunitner pontoon boat
50HP 4 stroke Mercury
Bigloot 2 bimini tops.
tuft canvas cover.
changing
f0001
Excellent
condition
Very well taken Callf of
S 0.200 263-1406
30

1998 BMW 3181 soden_
leather,
Ellackbiack
loaded. Heated seats
and mirrors Sunroof.
40 mpg, excenent
condbon. 5 mood.
95.000 mdse. Cal 270169-9962 after 6PIA
97 Honda CMG. serer
(270)516-6699

FOR SALE

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
kitetwinx, Manic uneg,
&
teal Vacuuming
UMW tern guaranteed

733-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BF
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

1111\1 I It %\ Is

270-753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning. Vinyl. fences
etc (270)527-7176
DIM HANDYMAN
We do all the odd robs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding roofs
decks
293-5438

FREE
,n'-'
ap
Stow. Aan•pars & Deo,
tat *fewer, & Tale I
ewnt Cat Ilrfftl,

ceilings, 2 large porches with attached
patio. 2 car garage with concrete
dnve - underground utilities, city water.
just minutes from town in

surarnerfleed Estates - 121 South
isIT Neale Trail. 5214,000

270-436-5701 • 270-293-6456

7i

'RELL'S "7,
-•
S00,4011
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839
II
V\
\I \\
*11
task Irwin reads
moslactios las

Attention
Tobacco fame'
Irrigation serviami
Available
Call
(270)293-7109

JOE'S JOBS

*ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
to,- as little as $250 with
one order, one payment For information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUSINESS
FOR SALE
'Going
Out
Of
Clothing
Business'
inventory Children s,
Junior's, Ladles, Merit
Jewelry, floor/ wall
racks,
showcase
steamer,
register,
counter, display table,
Will
mannequin
Building
Consider
270-487-6722
BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Attention
Home
Owners
Wanted
Display homes wanted
for vinyl siding, windows, roofs, baths
Guaranteed financing!
No payments until
January, 2008 Starting
at $99 month Call 1800-251-0843
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Electric
',inst. 1986
24 mason 8811/VICIII
Res.. Com.,lk lad
Licensed A Insured
All sobs - big or small

• your posieseg
Pressure Wastrag &
Sealing Decks
Her 1;stimaces
Lambed & Insured
293-4434 • 434-23
436-2667 Lamb's
Professional Tres
Service Complete tom
removal, Mc. insured.
ABU Hsiang. Clam
out garages. gutters.
iunk & Woo work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
war pck-to, doh
my. 436-2667
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044
AAA HANDYMAN
AS twat of carpentry.
addbons, decks
Hang.dorm up junk.
Garage. yanks.
buildings
Prow dsperidedo
Free *amass
36 yrs expionence
Anytime 753-9210
AWL1k1ICE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

P.1S Ill

11Z.

-

-TIEWIEnWr
Handyman Services.
All
=
l
No lol
Free estimates

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PURCHASE Arse
Hypnosis
Lawn Relaxation
Riley. PTS0 and
Anxiety
(270)436.6677

David's
Home

Improvement
WOW oarwcpiC

ioorl

Flow Jowl'
4erszleWv &
%ON

3rod Gaemoro Onne
Na DC 1f•ufaf1C• W0r1
*if & IlesesCwil ageseles

731-247-5422
WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consolations
D▪ eer arid Turkey
•Cuslorn plerOng
*Sod Mary
Aiming old Fertilizing
•SprinvX)
•Bericlina arse Design
srid Constructron
•Wildllie Trees and
Srvuts Availlabto
(270)293-56111 klY4

WM'
731-792-3961
731-339-5266

Camanallon
*boring •Dedis
Annyt siding 'Al
"^"'• ImProvemsnts
(270)1179-2111
irenesitinneured

*Sawmills from only
$2990 Convert your
Logs
to
Valuable
Lumber with your own
Norwood portable band
sawmill Log skidclers
also
available
www norwoodindustries corn
FREE
Information 1-800-5781363 ext 500-A

"Everyone loves SPA
treatments' Why not
become a SPA consultant',How does an extra
$1000/ month sound?
Training included Call
Gen Mos 502-6930019

Hill

\\I'll \l I
\lilt hill I ;
Rrand new trick home 2.546 sq.
under roof 3 bedrooms - 2112 baths.
large custom kitchen with stainless
appliances, hardwood floors,9 ft.

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

799-1131 •2934783

438-5141 A-APP01110-

04 Volvo S60-R
300hp IMMACULATE
LUXURY
270 227 3303

353 McClure Dr. Murray, KY
KY Lake waterfront home

ANNOUNCEMENTS
92 Dodge Caravan
Good tires, 3 seats
cold A/C, nice clean
car $1,750 Day 2936082 night 753-8428

ap

MOVING SALE

The Robert Alexander
auction that ran Thurs 8/23
should have read
Tuesday. August 28th
• 5:07 PM

•2 Docks •Boat Ramp
• +/- 3 Acres • Cabin

•••
f
••
114TVa
••
ail MY.•11
••um,••

TWA% N
121810 Parksoy Hwy.(299), 3 miles left on Washer Rd., 1 mile to sale

NOTICE

Lifetime glass breakage warranty o

5 PARTY GARAGE SALE

1502 Henry 6t.
horthwood loon dly
district.
school
293 0277
592.500
anytime
4 bedroom. 2 bath.
705 se ft
9 453
soros /snood pasture.
20s40 barn Two miss
soul+ of Lynn Grove
lashingIWal 9860
Rayburn (Hwy 993)
$169000 MolINMod
maw Maks 441 craw
Val
Frodlick
Call
REAMm REA 439-5016
or 975.1202 0111ce
7549016

Commercial Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

FINAL MOVING SALE

1688 Backusburg

Rai Ease

Murray Ledger & I Curs

mo
Australian
Shepherd pup Wm lo a
good home 270-2930-15

•Froodgo Machine &
Supply Co. Inc. located in Southern KY has
!nri following openings
ist
Shift
'CNC
Machinist to operate
mills,
lathe,
wire
-nachanee in a rob shop
environment Master •
Cern knowledge a plus
VVidii variety of robs
voth drawings
Job
fOQUIfils programming.
picking material. set up
and touch off. ruining
part or multiple parts,
rneasunro parts, and
ling out anal paperwork Every clay add?went 'Fabricator to
nandis rob shop protects Tig. Mtg. brazing.
sever odder, brake and
shear Stainless, aiurrwrium, hot metal with
some heavy tab protacts must be noel.
clean and accurate
'21140 SHIFT
CNC
Machinist for a 2prn1 2am shift. sinew job
duties as One shift CNC
SEND
ALL
rob
INOUIRES TO Jirivnie
Rock Froadgs Machine
& Supply C,o.. INC. 3t 7
Radio Station Road.
Tompkinsville,
KY
42167 P 270-4875891. Coll 270-427E1178 ImemachineI/ sakW net
•Norwegian
Pharmaceutical
ComPellY Expanding!
Earn up to S50052.0001 mo PT or
52.00043.500Ano FT
Paid weedy! Trailing
provided ming easybormedssaks corn or
call 800417-7966 end
SAM message

•Part-ftme. home-based
Internet business Earn
$50041000/ month or
more Flexible hours
Training provided. No
investment required
details
FREE
www • K348.com
*Seeking Host Families
for exchange students
Has own insurance and
spending
money.
Promotes World Peace!
Amencan Intercultural
Student Exchange 1800-SIBLING (1 -8007 4 2 - 5 4 6 4 )
WVAV.aise.corn
University
"Sullivan
(Lexington) seeks an
Registrar
Assistant
Bachelor's
Requires
degree
intermediate
computer skills, demonstrated excellence in
customer service and
experience working in
higher
education
Campus Management
Software experience
preferred.
Submit
resume tOVOf letter to
cdmoore0sullivan.edu
or Human Resources,
2355
Harrodsburg
Road. Lexington. KY
40504. E0E.
INSTRUCTIONAL
•A new career is a
phone
call
away'
American
Heavy
Equipment
provides
You with skilled training
here
in
Kentucky
Statewide lob placement assistance 18 66 - 2 8 0 - 5 8 36
www arnhet corn
'Attend College Online
from home Medical,
paralegal.
business,
computers. cnrninal
tice Job placement
assistance
Financial
aid and computer provided if qualified Call
866 - 8 5 8 2 I 2 1 .
WWW OnlineTidewaterT
sch corn

Port St Joe, Florida
Stay in beautiful beach
homes, cottages and
condos Visit website
on-line'
Reserve
WWW SouthernResorts
corn 800-737-2322
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
Driving
qt1
Truck
School Training for
Swift, Werner & Others,
Dedicated/ Regional(
Local Approx $850/wk
Home weekly' Open 7
days/ wk. 1-800-8830171
Knight:*
*A-COL.
Transportation -Indianapolis Division
HOME
MISSING
TIME?
Get
Home
weekly. Daily pay,
Great benefits: 401K/
Stock Options. Call
Joyce or Rafael. 888346-4639 4 months
OTR
experience
required Owner ops
800 - 4 3 7 - 5 9 0 7
vnvw.knighttrans.corn
*CALL TODAY! Great
Bonus Opportunity' 3643 cpm, $1 20prn 50.
lease NEW trucks.,.•
COL-A + 3 mos OTR
800-635-8669
'Driver- $5K Sign-on
Bonus for Experienced
Teams Dry Van & Temp
control Solo lobs also
available. Regional &
OTR 0/0 s & CDL-A
Grads welcome Call
Covenant (866)684
2519. EOE
'Driver
Owner
ONLY
Operators
Regional freight from
Louisville
$1 19PM
average' Home often &
weekends Plates available. NOT forced dispatch
Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082

•Dnver- Sign-on Bonus!
Guaranteed Hometime;
Company or Lease purr
*Can You Dig It? Heavy
chase available. BC136
Equipment School 3wk
Ca-A and 6 months
training
program
experience required
Backhoes Bulldozers,
800-441-4271 ext KYTrackhoes Local lob
1)30
Placement asst Start
digging dirt now 866- 'Drivers ACT NOW'7
362-6497 or 888-707- Quality training for EP.
6886
High demand industry
Earn $700. weekly
MEDICAL
Reserve your spot
Power today! Truck America
*Now
Wheelchairs, scooters. Training
1-866-244absolutely NO cost to 3655 *NM tatcdl corn
you' Act NOW before
program ends' Cali Toil •Onvers Class-A COL
Dnvers needed With
Free 1-800-354-2066
hazrnat For local pow
REAL ESTATE
Doris (2 yr recent exp
required) 502-452-1098
•take Lot Bargains! I.
www abdnvers con,
Acre 534.900 with
FREE
Boat
slips' •Orrvers- Up to 44€
Wooded lake access includes 3c bonus Pap:
property on spectacular orientation
BCBS
160.000 acre lake, insurance tow premiExcellent financing. 1- ums
Class-A CDL
600-704-3154 x1415 required 866-804-2065
KY Land Partners, LLC www transportarne,
ca corn
SPOR11NCi/SPORT1010 GOODS

*Regional
Flatbed
*CHERRY BLOSSOM Drivers. NOW PAYING,
Earn
GOLF/COUNTRY $ 40mils",
CLUB. Goorgotown 550.000 PLUS 6%
Voted et putdic access Bonus' Homo every
golf
course
by weekend and 1-2 limes
GolfWeek Magazine Per week', Great beneJosn US 101 your next fits including 401K' 6.
round or outing. Cal mo VI & Class-A COL'
recfd Wabash Valley
502-570-9649
Transportation,
Inc
*Gun Shows IMmphis. 8 0 0 2 4 6 - 6 3 0 5
ifi- August 25M, 26th Iowa weAonline corn
Great American Flea
Market Budding 25 -We have dnvers proMan Nonh of Louernlle sided to earn S83.000:
on 1-65 Sol 9-5. Sun tNs year' How much wil
9-3 For Information. YOU earn' Excerlerit
Call
765-914-0051 Honsetimel We simply
colter a whole Id morel
Buy, Sell Trade,
Heartland Express 1TRAVEL
800 - 4 4 I 4 9 5 3
wwiw.heartland•x•Osslin. Fort Walton prose COT
Basch, Sough Walton I

COMICS / FEATURFS

Murray Ledger & rinses

rklay, August 24, 2W7• SB

LooldogBack
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beach
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'ED

Driving
•ig for
Others, •
igional(
350/wk
)pen 7
10-883-

Knight:"
lion -vision
HOME
Home
pay.
401K!
Call
A, 888months
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Great
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.
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Sign-on
nenced
& Temp
DS also
onal &
C DL-A
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Owner
ONLY
it trort)
1 19pm
often &
s availed casAax at
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19 years ago
Murray State ,U111VCIF NH) tliAS
once again been recognized as a
top ranking university by the U.S.
News & World Report's of America's Best Colleges
Published are pictures ui narnbus of the Calloway i'ounty Chapter of Habitat for Humanity working on a house tentatively. scheduled for completion in December.
Luke Blanton. home-ow net -to-be,
is shown helping lilt a WO truss.
Births reported IfidUlk a girl
to Anthony and 'Teresa Manning,
Msg. 5, a boy to Rhonda and
Howard Boone and a boy to Jo
.srin and Joe Bullock, Aug. 20.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of offi,cis of the Murray. Cisitan Club
'Alio are Prentice Dunn, president;
Gerald Owen, president-elect, Ronnie Pool, secretary; L.A. Jones,
treasurer; Verlene Ezell, sergeantat-arms; and Larry Dunn, chaplain.
The typeset manuscript and picture captions of the book. Pictorial Potpourri of Calloway County, have been proofed and are in
the design and layout stage.
Calloway County High School
bikers lost 14-13 to Russellville
in the Purchase Bowl Football
Opener held at Paducah Tilghman.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of work
beginning at the corner of 12th
and Main Streets of dozer crews
of M & H Constriction Company of Murray are leveling a house
to make room for the new building for Home Federal Savings &
Loan to be constructed there.
Rev. Fred S. French Sr. of
Kiiiisey, president of the board of
Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board. Inc., has been elected president of the Kentucky Association of Regional Programs.
Also published is a picture of

the beginning construcuon on the
medical arts building at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
David Hill.
40 years age
Charlie Lassiter, director of
pupil personnel for the Calloway
County Schools, has released the
figures for enrollment now at the
various schools as follows: Calloway County High School. 654;
elementary centers, Alamo. 301,
Faxon, 201, Hazel, 213, Kirksey,
325, Lynn Grove, 192 and New
Concord, 214.
Steve Andrus has completed
basic training with the United States
Army at Fort Benning. Ga.. and
has been assigned to Kildeer Base
in Texas. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carney Andrus.
Rev. Ed Glover is pastor of
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.

50 years ago
The drilling operation for oil
on the Pearl Cherry Farm, located on Ky. 121 North near the
Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds, has reached a depth of
2.700, according to officials of
the company for the operation.
Murray Training School will
open Sept. 6, according to Mac
G. McRaney, director.
RI. Cooper and Bro. Norman
Culpepper will be speakers at the
opening day program at Faxon
School on Aug. 26.
60 years ago
Rev. H.P. Blankenship is pastor of the Kirksey Circuit of
Methodist Churches. They are
Coles Camp Ground, Mt. Hebron,
Coldwater, Mt. Carmel and Kirksey. Church School is held at each
church every Sunday.
Lerman Brothers, Inc., located
on the southwest corner of the
courtsquare in downtown Murray,
has an ad advertising bleached
sheeting at 79 cents a yard.

Todayindistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Aug. 24, the
236th day of 2007. There are 129
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 24. 1992. Hurricane
Andrew smashed into Honda.causing record damage and dozens of
deaths.
On this date:
In A.D. 79, long-dormant Mount
Vesuvius erupted, burying the
Roman cities of Pompeii and Hercubuieum in volcanic ash. An esti-

ES

mated 20,000 people died.
In A.D. 410, Rome was overrun by the Visigoths, an event
that symbolized the fall of the Western Roman Empire.
In 1572. the St. Bartholomew's
Day massacre of French Protestants at the hands of Catholics
began in Paris.
_
In 1814, British forces invaded Washington. setting fire to the
Capitol and the White House,
among other buildings.
In 1857, the New York branch
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lips for picking
a new doctor
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14- him even though it will make
year-old girl with a big prob- them cry?
-- BROTHERlem. My family consists of DEPRIVED IN ROCHESTER,
my mother, father, older broth- N.Y.
er, "Jared' (age 19), and
DEAR
BROTHERyounger brother, "Jonas" (age DEPRIVED: Of course it is
11). So what's the problem? I your right to know about your
have just learned there was third brother. However, let me
another caution you to proceed very
brother!
gently. Obviously your mothAbout a er's heart was broken, and this
month ago, is something from which she
when
my may never completely recovfamily was er. There also might not be
sitting down much to tell -- other than how
at dinner, we devastating the loss was to her
were talking and your father.
about birth
Dear Abby statistics.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 32Out
of year-old female who has been
By Abigail
nowhere. having an affair during the last
Van Buren
Jonas said, year with my 59-year-old mar"A lot of infants die." My par- ried boss. I am madly in love
ents exchanged sad looks across with him and divorced my
the table, and my mom cried husband eight months ago to
in her bedroom afterward. , marry him.
I was so - confused by this- w
He promised to divorce his
that Jared talked to me pri- wife, but so far there is no
vately and told me. Apparent- sign of divorce. I'm beginning
ly, Jonas was one of a set of to think I'm a big fool. What
twin boys. Jonas' twin was do you think? -- HOT TO
born prematurely and died. I TROT IN BIRMINGHAM,
believe Jared because he was ALA.
8 at the time and witnessed
DEAR HOT TO TROT: I
the whole thing. I doubt he agree.
would joke about something
like this.
DEAR ABBY: I work in a
1 think its my right to know library and have noticed an
more about my third brother. alarming trend. People are using
I feel guilty that I don't even their mail as bookmarks, often
know his name. I have been forgetting that it is there and
keeping this knowledge a secret returning the books. I can't tell
for more than a month now, you how many times I have
and it's making me crazy. found people's personal inforShould I ask my parents about mation in books that 1 reshelve.
Abby, please alert your readers that this practice of using
mail to mark your library book
of the Ohio Life Insurance and
is unsafe in this age of idenTrust Co. failed, sparking the Panic
tity theft. If I don't find it
of 1857. •
first, anyone who takes the book
In 1932, Amelia Eat-hart
after you and finds something
embarked on a 19-hour flight from
Los Angeles to Newark, N.J.. mak- you might have left there will
have immediate access to your
ing her the first woman to fly
solo non-stop from coast to coast. name and address. And if the
In 1954, President Dwight D. mail is something sensitive,
Eisenhower signed the Commulike a bill or bank statement,
nist Control Act, outlawing the
the dangers are even greater.
Communist Party in the United
Please remind your readers
States.
that its easy to forget, and
mail is not an appropriate bookmark. -- JON IN FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
DEAR JON: Thank you
for writing. I am printing your
letter as a public service
announcement. Readers, if you
are guilty of this practice, be
warned.
•••
Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O.
Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA

For everything you need
to know about wedding planning, order "How to Have a
Lovely Wedding." Send a
business-size, self-addressed
envelope, plus check or money
order for $6(US.funds only)
to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris,
II.
61054-0447.
(Postage is included.)
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm not
completely satisfied with my current internist and would like to
establish myself with another doctor. Aside from checking with
my friends and the doctors they're
established with, please advise me
on the best
procedure for
finding a new
doctor and
the correct
protocol for
the first visit.
For example,
should I let
my new doctor know 1
was not satisfied with
my previous
By
Dr. Peter Gott doctor (no

see how die "chemistry" is. Determine whether die doctor has a
compatible replacement for days
he or she isn't in the office.
WW the physician admit you to
the hospital should the OCCIIIDO
arise, or will the task will be
passed off to someone else? Once
you have made your choice,
request that your medical records
from your current physician be
forwarded to your new doctor.
To send you related information. I am forwarding a copy of
my Health Report -Choosing A
Physician."

DEAR READER:, Do some
research before deciding on a
new doctor. Learn about his or
her medical training, especially
as a resident, the next level up
from internship. Ask your friends
to offer suggestions. Check your
new doctor's board eligibility
and hospital privileges. Some hospitals offer the exact information you are puzzled about. Call
your local facility for one or
two referrals. You might be asked
questions including whether you
prefer a male or female, whether
you want someone younger or
older, whether you have any cur-

all the dose. My son tries to
limit her sweets, but she hides
candy in her clothing to take to
her bedroom. He'd like some
help with this problem but does-

names), list
the MILS/MS why, etc.? What
should I expect, if anything, on
a first visit, aside from discussing current health concerns?

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
a granddaughter who is 8 years
old. She is fixated on food.
When she is eating one meal,
she wants to know what is for
dessert. If there is none, she
wants to know what we are eating for the next meal. She is
chubby now, and there are very
overweight people on both sides
of her family.
She begs for sweets and candy

rent medical problems that an
internist might specialize in, such
as endocrinology, cardiology,
rheumatology, etc. Determine
their office locations. Are they
within a reasonable distance from
your home? This will make an
enormous difference in case of
an emergency. Finally, request
a get-acquainted office call to
meet with the new candidate to

n't know whether it is medical
or something else.
DEAR READER: With obesity on both sides of the family, this could be quite a challenge. We're all aware that childhood obesity can lead to a plethora of medical issues later in life,
and I admire you and your son
for attempting to take a stand
while she is young. I strongly
urge him to address the issue
with her pediatrician. That is
not my specialty, and I hesitate
to give you incorrect advice.
Based on the limited information in your letter, I cannot judge
whether your granddaughter has
a physical ailment or a psychological one, such as an obsessive-compulsive disorder See
what the pediatrician concludes

ContractBridge
You are Sauk and the bidding
has gone:
West
South
North East
9
I•
Dble
Pass
What would you bid with each of
the following five hands?
1. J98753•742•AQ9•10
2.401114 ‘1,KJ5•%341U98
3.*Q92 J7652•834)943

4.4)7639Q1940A.154,K84
5.•Q653,8•KQ64•AQ72
I. Two spades. The most common
way of showing strength opposite a
takeout double is by making a Jumpresponse. Partner's double indicates
at least an opening bid and implies
support for the unted suits If you
were to respond one spade with this
hand and also with, say,• 1854
•964• 1032•872, partner could
hardly guess which hand you actually held.
Certainly this hand has the potential for producing a game in
While you have only seven hi
points, the six-card suit and singleton
club bring your values up to at least
I I points, particularly when partner
has more or less guaranteed spade
support and is probably short in
hearts. Some players might even
jump directly to four spades, and
they would be right more often than
not.
2. Ooe ootromp. Here you have
more high-card points, but less

chance for game. It is better to bid
one notrump than two clubs, as the
notrump response indicates some
high-card values (about six to nine
points),
at least one heart stopper and
a
anced distribution, while two
clubs could be based on no points at
all.
3. Oat mode. This is an unpleasant predicament, but you're not
responsible for holding a bad hand
when partner doubles. It would be
wrong to pass, as your hearts are not
strong enough to assure defeat of one
heart, and equally wrong to bid one
notrump, which shows more values.
It's no pleasure to respond in a threecard suit, but there's no better bid
available.
4. Two Detrain). With II highcard points, hearts doubly stopped
and flat distribution, two notrump
(invitational) is the standout
response. Change the spade seven to
the queen and you'd bid three
notnanp.
S. Two hearts. This is clearly a
game-going hand, as you have an
opening bid facing an opening bid.
However, you can't tell whether the
hand will play best in spades, diamonds or clubs.
Instead of trying to guess the right
suit to bid, you should cuebid the
opponents' suit to force partner to
make the choice. You plan to raise
directly to game in whatever suit
partner names.

Tomorrow: On the horns of a dilemma.
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50 Fifty-fety
51 Expertise
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word
53 Cult
54 Tasty legume
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1 Engine housing
2 Household
appliance
3 Hunter's wear
4 Brownie
creator
5 Harmful
6 Practicalloke
7 'Amadeus' role
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9 Tuna holders
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12 Film director
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Queen guitarist awarded
astrophysics doctorate

lier•SCOPS
1111:011111111 War
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Saturday, Aug. 25, 2107:

for

You need to take a stand more
frequently this year. Others
warn to know who you are How
you project and express yourself
often deterrrunes the outcome of
Sometimes you
situations
worry yourself to death overthugung a problem. Try to avoid
creating nervous anxiety. Your
career or public image takes
constant tending You will
expend an inordinate amount of
effort achieving your goals If
you arc single, your life takes a
turnaround that might delight
you. Clearly you can kiss your
single days goodbye, if you so
choose. If you are attached, your
relationship can bloom if you let
go of a tendency to be cnucal.
AQUARIUS works well with
you
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Datuunic,
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You happily move forward

Brian May has comLONDON (AP)— Guitarist and songwriter
put

three decades after he
pleted his doctorate in astrophysics
academia on hold to form the rock group Queen.
ation
The rocker was awarded his qualific
said
Thursday by London's Impenal College and
in the
submitting his thesis, "Radial Velocities
nerveZodiacal Dust Cloud." to supervisors was as
racking as any stadium gig.
how
"I'm feeling rather joyful. I cannot tell you
late
said
May
ills."
mind
the
much of a weight off
Thursday.
Impenal
May was an astrophysics student at
and
College when he joined Freddie Mercury
dropped
Roger Taylor to form Queen in 1970. but
May
suchis doctorate as the glam rock band became
biggest
Bntain's
of
cessful. Queen became one
including "Bohemian
music groups in the 1970s. with hits
You."
Rock
Will
"We
Rhapsody" and
produced two solo
Following Mercury's 1991 death, May
appeared in 1998.
albums, the latest of which, "Another World"
-this-world interBut the guitarist continued to pursue his out-of
The Complete
"Bang!
titled
book
a
and last year co-authored
ests
,"
Universe
the
of
History
his completed theHe told reporters Thursday that handing over
planets and dust
prove
to
sis -- a 48,000 word study which seeks
— and facing
direction
same
the
in
orbit
_system
solar
Jousts in our
e.
challeng
tough
a
was
work
his
examiners for a review of
room, but once we
"It was a bit nerve-racking walking into the
always that feelgot going it was fascinating," May said. "There's
you, but luckily
sink
could
that
question
ing they could ask that big
didn't."
Times
ft
they
Ledger
TOM bLi-IHY/
e iie,o May at a
May will be formally presented with his doctorat
of R&M Trucking and Excavating of
y,
Blakele
Ronnie
SITE:
CA
AMERI
ARTS
Hall.
AL
NEW MARTI
ceremony at London's Royal Albert
to provide room for expansion of the
Murray, tears down one of two houses to be demolished
he
said
Dinh
Business owner Tung
new Martial Arts America construction on Coldwater Road
will be moving to the new site by mid-September

and try a different approach
Evaluate and think before you
agree to a new level of commitment Pressure builds and you
could become sassy That attitude really doesn t support you
Tonight Head out the door
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** it you have plans to take
the day off, get going Inevitably
A 'Ai
ARAN IA tAl'i
obstacles could appear in your
Determination defines year-old nursing home patient
path
what you get done and choose died from the stomach flu last
to do Without it the end results sear, marking the first time U.S.
will be dubious at best Tonight
health officials confirmed that
Don't even think that others
the highly contagious bug is
aren t noticing
sometimes fatal.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
The North Carolina woman
do
to
like
would
you
If
****
for
something differently or in a so tar is the only person
whom lab tests confirmed
more creative vein the time is
now Don't expect everyone or noros trus as the killer. but health
even one important person to officials believe the virus killed
agree Obviously you are on at least IS others antl caused
your own Consider what you thousands of illnesses late last
want at this point Tonight Walk
year
to a different beat
Norov'ruses are a group of
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
that cause the stomach.
%11-11.•C•
**•* Others dominate and
They also
decide what is happening when flu, or gastroenteritis.
are sometimes called Norwalk and where You can make decilike souse,
sions that could define events
Health officials don't systemor you might opt to loin in Think
about who you want to be with
atically count and diagnose
and decisions will be made from
norovinis cases. But last v. inter
this point Tonight Say 'yes to seemed to he particularly nasty.
an appealing offer
with more than 1.4110 outbreaks
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
in 24 states, according
***a The time has come to reported
Centers for Disease
U.S.
the
to
move
and
s
decision
make some
feel
you
How
into a new realm
about somebody could be redefined as a result of actions or
disagreeable comments Ask
yourself What is behind his or
comments?
negative
her
Tonight In the whirlwind of life
VIRGO(Aug. 23-5e91. 22)
**** Sarcasm always has an
The true question
impact
remains whether you are wilting
to deal with the ramifications
speaking
before
Think
Creatively honor your freeing.,
illand into,
while getting to the bottom of .•
21111351 1
Tonight Fun and
problem
games
USRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** You might be a touch
more sassy than you realize
Investigate and handle a problem head-on If you are able to
avoid a collision course with
someone you need to pat your
self on the back You might want
to allow your create/ay to now
later on Tonight Let loose
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
•r•* Speak your mond, but be
careful You don't want to be in
the position cot having to spend
your last penny on another gest
ture asking for forgiveness do
will
and
can
cy
you", Diploma
account
save your bank
Tonight Entertain from your pad
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New virus strains blamed for stomach flu

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dae.
21)
***** You might need to

University.
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Schools
Menus for the venous lunchrooms of the Murray City
by Bridget
and Calloway County Schools have been released
respectively,
Jaszenko and Pat Lane, food service directors
for the week of Aug. 27-31
availabiliMenus. sublect to occasional changes based on
ty of food, are as follows.

MURRAY CITY
Breakfast (toast, cereal, uice and milk avail- bagel
able daily) Monday - egg and cheese toast. Tuesday
y wtream cheese, Wednesday • waffle sticks. Thursda
or fresh
breakfast pizza, Friday - Danish roll. Lunch (canned
available
vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk
- hot
daily) Monday - corn dog, tuna salad plate, Tuesday
- taco
ham and cheese sandwich, steak fingers. Wednesday
faiita.
salad, BBC) chicken on bun: Thursday - chicken
pimento
hamburger/relish plate, Friday - hot dog on bun,
cheese sandwich.
available
Middle - Breakfast (toast, cereal. Juice and milk
sausage bisdaily) Monday - chicken and biscuit, Tuesday omelet, Fricuit. Wednesday - pancakes; Thursday - cheese
es.
day - biscuit and gravy. Lunch (cooked and fresh vegetabl
daily) Monday
e
availabl
milk
lowfat
and
fruit
Of
fresh
canned
cnspito w/cheese,
- chicken casserole. burnto wisalsa, Tuesday ham and cheese
spaghetti w/meat sauce, Wednesday - grilled
y - steak
sandwich, chef salad w/crackers, dressing; Thursda
quesadilla.
fingers w/gravy. Mexican pizza: Friday - chicken

Elementary

Sloppy

CALLOWAY COUNTY

753-1222

Proisseiseel
basil
alruse
Wes NI MO
—. riks
karl ts
Wee
sd
RIST1

Your imOrtamiona are You count
and others sae that E variance
greater satisfaction through
focusing on your goals Your
humor emerges Tonight Treat
youniell and someone else

BrOLIW,!

corn dog.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk available
bacon biscuit,
daily) Monday • blueberry muffin, Tuesday y - biscuit
Thursda
stix.
on
sausage
,
pancake
Wednesday,
Lunch (hamand sausage: Friday • scrambled egg/ham pizza
es, canned
burger, cheeseburger, pizza. cooked and fresh vegetabl
Monday and fresh fruit and lowfat milk available daily)
- taco
Chuckwagon sandwich, chicken salad plate. Tuesday
bar. Mexican pizza, chef salad Wcrackers. dressing. Wednes
y Thursda
plate;
salad
tuna
w/gravy,
steak
y
day - Salisbur
crispito iv/cheese. chef salad w/crackers. dressing. Friday
Joe sandwich, fish and cheese sandwich.

MURRAY'S
HOME TEAM

move through a situation more
efficiently Someone might be
triggered but not caving in could
be very important Knowing
where a probiern begins and
ends also could be impalant
Tonight Visit over dinner or
rnunchmas
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jert 19)
•ere er Step up and let others
know Owes you stand and what

you decide what
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. le)
ere• You have a lot on your
mind Go forward knowing what
you went and expect Take the
day to figure out what action is
best Tkrring a on your ads.
*specialty with an .Motional
issue Tonight Happy es can be
PISCES(Feb. 19-airch 20)
• You need to Mn lot
•
ite•
OW you want inveigle%) whet
a friend suggesek sinci II you
have a new**. reaceon Your
intuition suggests eve most powerful arection poselsle Uee your
free time to think Tonight Take
a personal night

it is likci) norm's irus has
been responsible for at least
in the
were identified in the outbreaks, some fatal infections
and may have driven the heavy past," Schaffner said.
The virus is particularly dancaseloads, according to an artifor the very old, the frail
gerous
publica(1.X'
a
in
cle this week
and the very young, he added.
tion. Morbidity and Mortality
Symptoms include nausea.
Weekly Report.
, diarrhea and stomach
vomiting
strains
which
It isn't known
also sufcaused the deaths, said Jackie cramping. Some people
chills,
fever,
de
low-gra
a
fer
who
ator
insestig
('IX'
a
Tate,
and
aches
muscle
e,
headach
co-authored the article.
often
In recent years. cruise ships tiredness. The illness
in most
have become famous norovirus begins suddenly. hut
one
carriers, with several large out- people symptoms last only
breaks grabbing headlines But or two days.
There's no good treatment for
nursing homes and other longterm care facilities were the norovirus. Doctors usually
and try to
scene of many of last winter's advise drinking fluids
said.
Tate
s.
symptom
the
treat
outbreaks, she said.
The virus is spread through
Proof that the virus killed the
and
North Carolina patient is signif- food, personal contact
.
surfaces
ated
contamin
touching
Dr.
ng,
said
icant hut not surprisi
William Savanna, chairman of It's not clear how the virus
nursing
the department of preventive spread in many of the
said.
Tate
settings,
home
lt
Vanderbi
at
medicine
onti,,I and Pic
Two new strains of norovirtas

Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - Pop- muftad. milk. Tuesday - apple. peanut butter. Wednesday
animal
fin. milk, Thursday - Scooby snacks. milk. Friday crackers
Preschool - Breakfast (milk toast, cereal and Juice availtoast
able daily) Monday - cinnamon roll. Tuesday - French
ham,
sticks w/syrup. peaches. Wednesday - scrambled eggs,
biscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday wheat toast, Thursday
(milk served daily) - Monday
Lunch
crackers
animal
yogurt
roll,
- oven fned chicken, scalloped potatoes, green peas.
Tuesday - mini corn dogs. hash brown casserole, baked
beans, Wednesday - turkey roast, creamed potatoes, cole
slaw, roll, Thursday - turkey club sandwich, tater logs, lettuce. tomato. Friday - cheese pizza, whole kernel corn, salad
w/dressong
Elementaries - Breakfast Icereal, assorted toast yogurt,
fruit juice. fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage
biscuit. Tuesday • blueberry muffin, Wednesday - eggs. bacon,
Thursday - oatmeal. Poptart. Friday - pancakes and sausage
on a stick sir/syrup Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad,
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - oven fried thicken,
corn dog. gnlied cheese sandwich. Tuesday - pizza. Chuckwagon sandwich, peanut butter and ielly sandwich. Wednesday - chicken nuggets taco burger, yogurt and animal crackers Thursday - super nachos, gritted chicken sandwich peanut
butterfpelly sandwich Friday - hot dog. ham and cheese sandwich, peanut butler and feity sandwich
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit Nice. toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - ham and cheese biscuit. Tuesday bacon, egg and cheese biscuit. Wednesday - chicken biscuit:
Thursday 'graham crackers, peanut butter. Friday - blueberry muffin Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and
served daily) Monday - chili cheese burrito, fish sandim
wich. turkey and cheese sandwich: Tuesday - taco salad,
grilled cheese sandwich ham and cheese sandwich. Wednesday • Nook nuggets, cheeseburger, ham and turkey Sub;
Thursday - super nachos. corn dog, turkey and cheese sandwich, Friday • hot dog. ham and cheese sandsvich. Domino's
pizza
Nigh - Breakfast (cereal, toast. cinnamon toast. Pop tarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - sausage biscuit;
%sedgy • breakfast pizza. Wednesday - pancakes w/syrup:
Thursday - biscuit wisausage gravy Friday - yogurt, toast.
Lunch ichel salads. fresh fruits vegetables, deli sandwiches,
hamburgers and milk served daily i Monday - chili cheese
crispito. grilled chicken sandwich. Tuesday chicken nugge,
rod. hamburger. Wedneedr, • lasagna. Texas toast. hot hint
and cheese sandwich. Thursday - foot long chili dog, submarine sandwich. Friday - pizza, fish sandwich
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